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3.3.x Get Started
The guides in this section apply to installing the OnApp Cloud 3.3.x version:
OnApp Cloud Preparation Guide
OnApp Cloud Installation Guide
OnApp Cloud Upgrade Guide.
For the release notes list, please refer to the Release Notes space.

Make sure you meet the software and hardware requirements before installing or
upgrading your cloud.
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1 Software Requirements
This section contains software requirements for the OnApp installation.
The requirements for OnApp Control Panel, Static Hypervisors and Static Backup Servers
based on RHEL or CentOS are:
The minimum running services list on the box:

network
0:off
on
6:off
sshd
0:off
:on
6:off

1:off
1:off

2:on
2:on

3:on
3:on

4:on
4:on

5:
5

The network on the box, should be configured with an ability to access rpm.repo.onapp.
com and templates.repo.onapp.com
The open ssh server should be configured with an ability for user(s) to access and log
into the box.
The root user should be available on the box and configured as root account/ root user/
superuser with an access to all files, commands/tools and services on system. Installers
should be run from under the root.
The curl, rpm, yum and grub packages must be installed on the system. The grub is a
mandatory boot loader for Static Hypervisors only.
Avoid using additional (not native) repositories for RHEL/CentOS like "Extra Packages
for Enterprise Linux" (epel) and others.
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2 Hardware Requirements
An OnApp installation requires at least two physical machines – one for the Control Panel
server, and the other for the hypervisor server. You can have as many hypervisor servers as
you need. You will also need storage for your virtual servers (a data store), and we recommend
that you set up a separate server for storing backups and templates.
These are the minimum requirements for a small cloud. For a larger deployment, OnApp's
technical team will advise you on the best possible setup.

Check with Server Config Reminder section for the info on supported versions of the
servers.

2.1 Server Requirements
2.1.1 Hypervisor servers
x64 platform with AMD-V/VT-x hardware virtualization support enabled (CentOS 5 or 6)
Quad Core 2Ghz+ CPU
8GB+ RAM
3x Gig network interface cards (4 recommended)
30 GB of free disk space (SSD Recommended)

2.1.2 Control Panel server
Dual or Quad Core 2Ghz+ CPU
8GB RAM (16GB+ recommended)
100GB Raid 1
2x Gig network interface cards

2.1.3 Backup server
4GB RAM (8GB+ recommended)
Dual or Quad Core 2Ghz+
2TB Storage mounted locally
2x Gig NIC
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CentOS 5 or 6 (x64)

2.1.4 SAN
1TB block storage minimum
iSCSI, AoE or Fiber
Can even be on a shared SAN

2.2 Storage Requirements
If you are going to use OnApp Integrated Storage, make sure to meet the following
requirements:
Integrated Storage Platform

Local Storage
Only

Enterprise SAN

any number of
integrated storage
drives can be grouped
together across any
hypervisor

minimum 1
dedicated
partition in
each
hypervisor

centralised Block Storage
SAN (iSCSI, ATA over
Ethernet or Fibre Channel)
accessible to every
hypervisor

SSD drives
recommended for best
performance

separate disk
from the
primary OS
drive
recommended

at least 1 dedicated 1GBit/s
NIC assigned per hypervisor
for the SAN

at least 1 dedicated NIC
assigned per hypervisor
for the SAN

multiple NICs bonded or
10GBit/s ethernet
recommended

multiple NICs bonded or
10GBit/s ethernet
recommended
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3 What's New in OnApp Cloud
3.3.x
3.1 What's new in OnApp Cloud 3.3.1
3.1.1 Reseller role
Added possibility to create Reseller role with a predefined set of permissions. For this, the rake
task should be run first.

3.1.2 Link your account with Google/Facebook/etc.
Implemented possibility to link OnApp account with Google, Facebook, etc. accounts using
OAuth.

3.1.3 Configure an iFrame within OnApp
Added possibility to configure iFrame within the OnApp Control Panel.

3.2 What's new in OnApp Cloud 3.3.0
3.2.1 Implemented template manager
Now you can download new and update existing templates from your Control Panel directly (
Templates > System templates > Available/Updates tab). Refer to Install/Update Templates
doc for details.

3.2.2 Introduced CPU units
Now you can replace CPU priority with CPU units option which is an abstract figure specifying
hypervisor capacity. There are some restrictions on CPU units usage. Refer to Billing
Calculation doc for details.

3.2.3 My template groups
Now users can organize their custom templates into groups. Also, for Windows-based
templates, My Template Groups provides users with the possibility to select their own
licensing type regardless of the billing plan assigned to them. Refer to My Template Groups
doc for details.

3.2.4 Added new configuration settings
Version 12
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3.2.4 Added new configuration settings
In the Settings > Configuration > System, Archive Statistics is replaced with Statistics
Management. Now, the system will archive the congregated monthly statistics in order to save
space. However, you may enable hourly statistics archiving for a required time period. Also you
may change the time of instant statistics storage. Refer to Edit System Configuration doc for
details.

3.2.5 Improvements to hypervisor zone resource limits
Added the VS creation properties which allow you to specify the minimum amount of
resources available for users in a wizard when creating a server. You can also set the default
values for CPU and CPU share resources. Each server created based on this particular
hypervisor zone will be created with these default values and CPU/CPU share parameters
won't be shown in a server creation wizard. Refer to Set Billing Plan Prices And Resource Limits
doc for details.

3.2.6 Introduced backup server balancing
Improved the logic of choosing a specific backup server on which a backup will be performed.
Refer to Backup Server Balancing doc for details.

3.2.7 SAML Authentication
Now the third-party systems' users can access OnApp Cloud using their Identity Provider.
Single-sign on possibility is enabled due to new SAML Authentication feature. Refer to SAML
Authentication doc for details.

3.2.8 Integrated Storage Improvements
Added new Email configuration options which allow switching on Storage hourly and/or daily
email reports. Also implemented possibility to switch from multicast to unicast mode.
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4 OnApp Cloud v.3.3.x
Preparation Guide
This document describes how to prepare the OnApp Cloud 3.3.x version for the deployment.
Please review the configuration details in each chapter carefully, as they are vital to the smooth
operation of OnApp Cloud.
To prepare OnApp Cloud, you need to:
1. Get to know what's new in OnApp Cloud 3.3.x.
2. Configure networks
3. Configure storage
4. Configure servers
5. Also, see additional hardware considerations for VMware

Each step is explained in the following chapters. If you have questions after reading this guide,
see Getting Support section.

Please do not change the default language settings during the installation process
(en_US.UTF-8)!

4.1 Configure Networks
The correct network configuration is important to ensure your cloud has optimal performance
and stability. There are different recommended configs, depending on your approach to
backup, storage, and whether you're using VMware or not:
Recommended Network Configurations
Network Roles in OnApp Cloud, Using VMware
Network Roles in OnApp Cloud, Using Xen/KVM
There are four core networks in a standard OnApp Cloud installation. The first part of this
chapter explains each network requirements. The second part gives network diagrams for
different deployment scenarios.
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4.1.1 Recommended Network Configurations
This section lists the recommended network configurations for an OnApp Cloud installation:
For Mixed Xen/KVM/VMware Cloud
For VMware Cloud
For Xen/KVM Cloud
For Xen/KVM Cloud Using OnApp Storage (Integrated Distributed SAN)
For Baremetal Server Cloud
For Smart Server Cloud
For Mixed Smart/Baremetal Server Cloud
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For Mixed Xen/KVM/VMware Cloud
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For VMware Cloud
OnApp Storage, our integrated distributed SAN, does not currently support VMware.
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For Xen/KVM Cloud

For Xen/KVM Cloud Using OnApp Storage (Integrated Distributed SAN)
Provisioning network is not required for clouds using Integrated Storage with dedicated backup
servers.

If you are experiencing MAC address flapping across ports because the switch does
not support the balance-rr mode, set up separated VLANs per each bond pair for that
switch.
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For Baremetal Server Cloud
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For Smart Server Cloud
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For Mixed Smart/Baremetal Server Cloud

4.1.2 Network Roles in OnApp Cloud, Using Xen/KVM
There are four core networks: storage, management, provisioning and appliance:
Appliance Network/VS Networking
Management Network
Provisioning Network
Storage Network
It is very important to separate these four core networks, either physically, using different
switches, or with VLANs if your network supports it. The role of each network is explained
below.
Version 12
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Appliance Network/VS Networking
The appliance Network in OnApp is used for VS networking only: it provides network
connectivity for virtual servers.
OnApp will bridge the public NIC and assign virtual interfaces to it, when VSs are provisioned,
and/or when additional network interfaces are added to VSs from the Web UI, or via the OnApp
API. As the public interface is managed fully by OnApp, the public NIC requires a blank config for example:

/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-ethX
ONBOOT=no
BOOTPROTO=none
You should configure your network interface file accordingly. You will not need to add any
configuration to this NIC, so no subnet, gateway or IP address details should be added.
The NIC could either be a standard physical interface (e.g. eth1) or a bonded interface (e.g.
bond1). It cannot be a sub-interface (e.g. eth1:1) or a vlan sub-interface (e.g. eth1.101) so you
should allow for this when you are designing your hypervisor, as you must make sure you have
a physical NIC available.
This network should be a minimum of 1Gbit. You should also consider bonding on the
appliance network to introduce redundancy at the network level.
Configuring a switch trunk port is the preferred method, because it gives you additional
flexibility and security. Alternatively, you can configure a switch access port. If this is the case,
you will not need to specify a VLAN when adding the range to OnApp.
You'll need to connect your appliance Network to a switch trunk port, if you want to use VLANs.
VLANs allow a network administrator to segregate traffic for bandwidth or security purposes.
If you choose to VLAN your VS networking, you'll need to associate your VLAN with the subnet
when you add the VS networking range to OnApp.

Some hosting companies have limitations and the transfer of IP addresses between
servers can sometimes require manual interventions - a change on their user portal,
for example - so if you are leasing hosting server solutions, it is worth double-checking
with your host that this will be possible.
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If you are running VMware hypervisors, the method of VS networking will differ slightly
as your Vyatta installation will manage some of the virtual routing.

Management Network
This network is responsible for a couple of different tasks. It provides incoming and outgoing
connectivity to the servers, which means the management network should always be the
default gateway.
If you are going to use Cloud Boot, this should be a local network behind a gateway device,
that is capable of bridging traffic to the Internet to allow the servers to perform tasks such as
dns resolution, ntp updates and operating system updates. Also, you have to open the 5555
port for outgoing connections to the licensing server.
The control panel will need to have incoming traffic allowed to ports 80/443 & 30000->40000.
This should again be configured at the gateway with incoming NAT. If your gateway device is
not capable of supporting this , this network can also be an external network, but should always
be firewalled at the gateway to block all incoming traffic, with the exception of the ports listed
above.
The management network also serves as a route for communication between the control panel
server and the hypervisors for critical OnApp internal traffic. That means, the stability of this
network is critical: you should always consider bonding to introduce network level redundancy,
and the network should run at least 1Gbit.
If your management network is behind a firewall, please make sure that ports 22/80/5555
/30000-40000 are open to the world for the Control Panel server, and port 22 for all other
servers. The 22/80/5555/30000-40000 ports are not required if you are going to use HTML5
console, as it proxies over port 80 or 443.

Provisioning Network
Provisioning network is not required for clouds using Integrated Storage with
dedicated backup servers.
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The provisioning network is used to transfer backup and template data between the
provisioning server and the primary storage volumes.
The network will be used to transfer large amount of data, so we recommend that it runs at
least 1Gbit. Ideally, you should consider 10Gbit, FibreChannel, InfiniBand or aggregated 1Gbit
links for maximum throughput.

Storage Network
The storage network provides the connection between storage devices (e.g. SANs) and the
hypervisors.
The type of network will depend on what kind of connectivity your primary storage requires. For
example, if you are using iSCSI or ATAoE, you will need to setup an ethernet network. If your
SAN has fibre connectivity, then the storage network will be a fiber network.
The stability of the storage network is absolutely critical. You should always make redundancy
your primary concern when designing this network. The Centralized Storage (SAN) section of
this document discusses this in more detail.
The storage network must be a local network.
We recommend this network runs at 1Gbit, at least; however, you may want to consider
10Gbit, FibreChannel or InfiniBand to achieve maximum performance.
We strongly recommend that you avoid NICs using Broadcom chipsets on the Storage
Network due to known issues surrounding iSCSI and TCP offload in the Linux kernel
modules.
To achieve better performance and redundancy over 1Gbit you should consider NIC
teaming/bonding and LACP or MPIO over multiple subnets.
If your primary storage network is running over Ethernet, then it is important that the
switch connecting the hypervisors to the SAN supports jumbo frames: the storage
network on the hypervisors and the SAN(s) must have MTU set to 9000 to optimize
performance.

NOTE: Emulex hardware currently does not have support for 3.x Linux kernels, so is
only compatible with CentOS 5.x

4.1.3 Network Roles in OnApp Cloud, Using VMware
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4.1.3 Network Roles in OnApp Cloud, Using VMware
For proper VMware setup, your network configuration must meet the following requirements:
An OnApp Cloud using VMware should have separate networks to isolate management,
storage and VLAN traffic.
The CP server needs to have access to the vCenter and all of the ESXi servers in the
cluster used by CP and connected to the management network.
The OnApp Control Panel Server must be able to communicate with vCenter and Vyatta
over the OnApp management network.
VSs network connectivity is performed through customer networks and VLANs. The
VLAN networks are protected with a Vyatta firewall managed by the OnApp software.
These can be physical or virtual firewalls running on an attached network.
The Vyatta installation must be connected to the OnApp appliance network. You can
also VMware with an external firewall instead of Vyatta. Refer to the VMware section of
the Admin guide for details.
An optional vMotion network can be included, to give the cloud administrators the ability
to hot-migrate VSs between hypervisors (using vCenter's management GUI).
See Recommended Network Configurations section for details.

4.2 Configure Storage
This section lists the OnApp storage installation requirement. Depending on the storage setup
type, see:
Centralized Storage (SAN)
Integrated Storage (OnApp Storage)
SolidFire Integration

4.2.1 Centralized Storage (SAN)
Primary storage is critical to your cloud, and your SAN will have a huge impact on the
performance of the whole platform.
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OnApp gives you a lot of flexibility in your primary storage technology. It supports anything that
is capable of presenting a block device to hypervisors. This could be, for example,
FiberChannel, SCSI or SAS HBA, iSCSI or ATAoE, or a InfiniBand HCA controller, since all of
these present the block device directly. OnApp does not support services such as NFS for
primary storage, because these present a filesystem and not the block device.
Beyond the type of block device, there are three main things to consider in your SAN design:
the host, fabric and storage components:
Fabric Components - the Network Fabric Between Hypervisors and SANs
Host Components - Hypervisor Connectivity to the Storage Network
Storage Components - SAN Chassis, Controllers and Disk Trays
You need to think about each very carefully and pay particular attention to performance,
stability and throughput when planning your SAN.

Fabric Components - the Network Fabric Between Hypervisors and SANs
You will need to think about redundancy, and whether you need to design a fault tolerant
switching mesh to coincide with your multipath configurations at the host and SAN ends.
You should also think about future growth: as you add more hypervisors and SANs to the cloud
you will need to be able to grow the physical connectivity without downtime on the Storage
Network.

Host Components - Hypervisor Connectivity to the Storage Network
You will need to make sure that your ethernet or HBA drivers are stable in this release. We
recommend that you test this thoroughly before handing over to OnApp to deploy your cloud on
your infrastructure.
You will also need to think about the throughput, and whether the connectivity on hypervisors
will be suitable for the virtual servers they'll be running. A bottleneck here will cause major
performance issues.
Consider adding multiple HBAs or NICs if you plan to run a redundant switching mesh (see the
fabric section below) as bonding or multipath will be required, unless the redundancy is built
into the physical switch chassis (failover backplanes for example).
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Storage Components - SAN Chassis, Controllers and Disk Trays
You need to take into consideration the size of storage required and the physical capacity you
have to achieve this. This will give you a good idea on the size of disks you will be adding into
the array and the RAID level you will choose.
As a general rule, more spindles in the array will give you better performance: you should avoid
using a small number of large disks, or you will start to see I/O bottlenecks as you make
increasing use of the storage in future.
You should also think about the physical storage hardware, and whether you'll be using SATA,
SAS or SSD. Again, this will have a great impact on the I/O capabilities of the array.
It's also a good idea to consider RAID levels carefully and look into the advantages and
disadvantages of each. We recommend RAID10.
Although you will lose 50% of your capacity you will see good performance for both read and
write, which is important for primary storage. RAID10 will also give you much better redundancy
on the array.
Controller caching is another issue to consider. You should always aim to have both read and
write caching. If you are looking at write caching you should also look at battery backups for the
write cache. Some controllers also support SSD caching which can be a great advantage.
As with the host components, you should also take your HBA and Ethernet connectivity into
consideration, to ensure you have both the redundancy and throughput required for your cloud
infrastructure.

4.2.2 Integrated Storage (OnApp Storage)
OnApp Storage is a distributed block storage system that allows you to build a highly scalable
and resilient SAN using local disks in hypervisors. With OnApp Storage you create a virtual
data store that spans multiple physical drives in hypervisors, with RAID-like replication and
striping across drives. The SAN is fully integrated into the hypervisor platform, and the platform
is completely decentralized. There is no single point of failure: for example, if a hypervisor fails,
the SAN reorganizes itself and automatically recovers the data.
The following requirements are recommended for integrated storage implementation:
Any number of integrated storage drives can be grouped together across any HV
SSD drives are recommended for best performance
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At least 1 dedicated NIC assigned per HV for the SAN
Multiple NICs bonded or 10GBit/s Ethernet (recommended)

The following Cloud Boot features are not yet available (they will be introduced in
future releases):
Bonded NICs for the management/boot interface

PLEASE NOTE: To start using integrated storage, you must enable it in the system
configuration first (Settings > Configuration > OnApp Storage).

4.2.3 SolidFire Integration
Starting with the 3.0 version, OnApp is integrated with the SolidFire storage management
system. With the Solid Fire integration it is possible to utilize the SF SAN directly within the
OnApp cloud and manage the SolidFire cluster via the SolidFire API.

To be able to utilize SolidFire in the cloud, you need to install the SolidFire storage
system first.
You can perform the following options with SolidFire:
Utilize SolidFire SAN in the OnApp cloud.
Allocate dedicated LUNs from the SF cluster per virtual server disk, when creating a VS.
(LUN is created per each VS disk, with a separate lun per swap disk.)
Manage SolidFire LUNs automatically via API.
Create virtual server s without the swap disk.
Implement backups / snapshots using SF CloneVolume method
There is a disk dependency between OnApp and SolidFire - when a new disk is created on the
OnApp side, a new LUN is created automatically on the SF side, using the CreateVolume API
call. The LUNs on the SolidFire are managed automatically vis SolidFire API.
Inasmuch SolidFire data store has two interfaces: OnApp and SolidFire, you have to specify
two IP addresses when creating a SolidFire Data Store.
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To be able to use the SF volume, you have to enable export to this device (hypervisor or a data
store). To do that, you need to send an account username and initiator password to the iscsi_ip
address. You will be able to use this device after the authorization.

The following options are not available under SolidFire:
It is not possible to migrate SolidFire disks, as SF virtualizes the storage layer.
SolidFire does not support live disk resize. To reside disk, you need to shut
down the virtual server first and use the CloneVolume functionality to increase
the disk size. After the disk resize operation is complete, the original volume will
be replaced with the new one and deleted, after that the VS will be booted.

4.3 Configure Servers
This section lists the server installation requirements needed for an OnApp Cloud installation.
For minimum hardware specs, see http://www.onapp.com/onapp-requirements. OnApp
primarily runs on CentOS or Red Hat, but the version depends on what virtualization method
you are running.

4.3.1 Supported server configuration
XEN Hypervisors CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
KVM Hypervisors CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
OnApp Control Panel Server CentOS 5.x x86/X64 or CentOS 6.x x86/64
OnApp Backup Server CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
Integrated Storage CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64

4.3.2 Recommended server configuration
We highly recommend using the following server configuration:
XEN 4.0 Hypervisors CentOS 6.x x64,
KVM Hypervisors CentOS 6.x x64
OnApp Control Panel Server CentOS 6.x x86/64
OnApp Backup Server CentOS 6.x x64
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PLEASE NOTE: CloudBoot is not compatible with CentOS 6 Xen hypervisors and
CentOS 5 KVM hypervisors.

We strongly recommend that you avoid creating mixed hypervisor zones:
do not add CloudBoot and static boot hypervisors to one hypervisor zone
do not add both XEN and KVM hypervisors to one zone
The reason is that XEN VSs cannot migrate/failover to a KVM hypervisor and KVM
VSs cannot migrate/failover to a XEN hypervisor.

Full root access: please do not create the user 'onapp' since this is created as part of
the RPM installation.

Note: Currently Emulex hardware does not support 3.x Linux kernels, so it is only
compatible with CentOS 5.x.

VMware configuration requirements
To be able to run VMware ESXi servers through OnApp, you need to install vCenter and Vyatta
externally. These can be installed on virtual servers, if necessary, but should not be hosted
inside OnApp. See Additional Hardware Considerations for VMware section for details.
OnApp Cloud supports VMware vSphere 5, with all standard OnApp functionality available in
line with the VMware VSPP 'Standard' licensing model. For use with OnApp, vCenter 5.x must
be installed on Microsoft Windows.

4.3.3 Control Panel Server
The Control Panel server is absolutely critical to the stability and performance of the cloud.
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There are a few things to consider when choosing hardware for this server. It is very simple to
grow your cloud, as you start to sell more resources, and as you add more hypervisors and
SANs this puts more load on the control panel. Choosing the right hardware at the beginning is
important and avoids having to take the server down for upgrades later down the line, causing
interruption to customers.
The control panel server will become very MySQL heavy as you add more hypervisors, so a
fast disk array and lots of memory is recommended. A good example would be a 4xSAS
RAID10 array with 24GB RAM and quad core Xeon CPU. SSD storage can also be considered.
If you have a Control Panel server spec in mind, you're very welcome to send it to your OnApp
integrations specialist for review.

4.3.4 Backup Server
The backup server stores virtual server backups and templates. It is also responsible for
processing any disk transactions running in your cloud, such as provisioning virtual servers,
taking backups or resizing disks.
The backup server must hold a backup storage volume. This can be a local disk array or can
be mounted via NFS or iSCSI from a back end storage node. Note, that the backup volume
should not be presented from the same physical hardware that presents the primary storage
volume to the hypervisors.
Unlike primary storage, performance is not so essential here – there is less need for RAID10 or
a high volume of spindles. You can consider a RAID level that provides more space as
opposed to redundancy and performance: RAID5 or 6 is usually ideal for the backup volume.
Take care when configuring the SAN, however: a larger block size is recommended owing to
the nature of the data being stored on this array.
Backup storage will be used to hold very large files, so we recommend that it's at least 1.5 - 2x
larger than the primary storage volume(s) available in the cloud. Additional backup servers can
be added to your cloud as needed.

NOTE: In the traditional/centralized SAN configuration, you have to bind all your data
stores to the backup server. Volume groups of each data store based on SAN must be
shared with the backup server.
In the OnApp cloud with CloudBoot enabled, you have to use CloudBoot backup servers
instead of dedicated backup servers. To do so, you have to create a CloudBoot hypervisor to
be used as a backup server.
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You can set up CloudBoot backup servers and virtual dedicated backup servers to be
used with the Integrated Storage functionality. The backup scheme remains
unchanged.

4.3.5 Hypervisor Servers
Hypervisors are where virtual servers live in your cloud. A small amount of hypervisor CPU,
memory and disk resource is reserved for the OnApp engine: the remainder is available as
virtual resources to allocate to virtual servers.
If you are using a centralized SAN, then the virtual servers' disks will live on that SAN, and, the
hypervisor's own disk will simply be used to boot the hypervisor and run the OnApp engine.
Performance here is not critical, but we recommend introducing some redundancy: RAID1
SATA/SAS would be perfect.
If you are using OnApp Storage (our integrated SAN), you should obviously factor more disks
into your hypervisor spec to enable the creation of a distributed SAN using those disks.
If you choose not to run a centralized SAN or OnApp Storage, it is possible to have storage
running locally on hypervisors, though you lose the ability to failover from hypervisor to
hypervisor: this is not recommended for an optimal cloud set-up.
When you are building your hardware it's important to take into consideration the specifications
of the primary components that will be virtualized - the RAM and CPU.
Remember, that while you can oversell CPU cores in OnApp, RAM is a dedicated resource, so
the physical limitation to how many virtual servers you can fit on a single hypervisor is limited
by the amount of RAM installed in that hypervisor.
Another limitation to consider is that the hypervisor's CPU is a shared resource: the physical
cores are shared among the VSs running on a hypervisor. Do not overload the hypervisor with
too many virtual servers, as this will stretch the available CPU time and degrade the
performance of all servers on that hypervisor.
It's also important to note, that too many virtual servers could potentially saturate the SAN NICs
on the hypervisor, which will also introduce instability and performance loss to virtual servers
(see the Host Components - Hypervisor Connectivity to the Storage Network section for more
details).
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In the Recommended Network Configurations chapter, you can see that OnApp requires at
least 4 NICs on the hypervisors. Note, that this does not take into consideration any bonding or
multipath configurations, which we recommend for any production setup on most if not all of our
networks. You should at least consider bonding on the management network and multipath on
the storage network(s) to improve stability and performance.

You must have Intel-VT or AMD-V enabled in the BIOS of all hypervisors to enable
you to provision Windows-based virtual servers on your OnApp cloud!

4.3.6 CloudBoot Hypervisor Servers
CloudBoot is a feature that enables fast provisioning of Xen and KVM hypervisors without any
pre-installation requirements. Using network/PXE boot methods, a new server can be plugged
in and powered on, being automatically discovered by the OnApp Control Panel Server, and
installed over the network so it boots as a fully configured hypervisor, ready to host virtual
servers.
The Control Panel Server manages IP address to hardware MAC assignment, and the booting
of a Xen or KVM image on demand. Hypervisor images come pre-installed, with all the SSH
keys and any other settings specific to the node, to enable hypervisors to come online instantly.
Images are booted as a standalone RAM disk, so once bootstrapped, they operate
independently from other servers, but without any persistent installation dependency.
This enables booting of diskless blades, as well as booting hypervisors with the new integrated
storage platform enabled (OnApp Storage) where all local storage drives are presented to the
integrated SAN.
Dependencies:
Network/PXE boot must be supported and enabled on the primary management NIC for
the HV servers
A secondary NIC is recommended for the Control Panel Server to provide a fully isolated
network for the HV management subnet, including PXE boot and DHCP support for the
HVs.

N.B. For resilience, a secondary static tftp server target can be configured to handle
Controller Server failure and ensure hardware boot consistency in the event of such a
failure.
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The following CloudBoot features are not yet available (they will be introduced in
future releases):
Bonded NICs for the management/boot interface

4.4 Additional Hardware
Considerations for VMware
If you are looking to run VMware ESXi servers through OnApp, then you will require an external
installation of vCenter and Vyatta. These can be installed on virtual servers, if necessary, but
should not be hosted inside OnApp.
The following are the requirements for VMware integration with OnApp Control Panel:
VMware vCenter data center with a cluster. The cluster name will be used in the OnApp
configuration settings.
ESXi servers must be added to the cluster for CP.
At least one data store on the ESXi servers is required for the virtual server provisioning.
Make sure that this data store is accessible to all ESXi servers in the cluster. NOTE: The
data store’s name will be used in CP.
Vyatta firewall. This can be physical or virtual firewall running on an attached network.
You can also configure VMware with the external firewall
Ensure that the CP server has access to the vCenter and all of the ESXi servers in the
cluster used by CP on the management network.

4.4.1 Networking
The OnApp Controller Server communicates with vCenter and Vyatta over the OnApp
management network.
The Vyatta installation should also have a connection to the OnApp hypervisor network. The
external Vyatta installation will be used to manage VLANs and route VS networking traffic in
and out of OnApp. You can also configure an external firewall instead of Vyatta. See VMware
section of the Admin guide for details.
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5 OnApp Cloud v.3.3.x
Installation Guide
This document describes how to install the 3.3.x version of the OnApp Cloud. Please read each
section carefully, as it is vital to the smooth operation of OnApp Cloud.

5.1 Preparation
1. Read the Preparation Guide
2. Check the server configuration reminder

5.2 Installation
1. Install control panel server
2. Install VMware
3. Install hypervisors
4. Install data stores
5. Install backup server
6. Download and configure templates on template server.

5.3 Post install configuration
1. Configure Control Panel settings
2. Create data stores & data store zones (OnApp Storage/Integrated SAN).
3. Create data stores & data store zones (traditional/centralized SAN).
4. Create hypervisors and hypervisor zones.
5. Create networks and network zones.
6. Join networks and data stores to hypervisors.

Please do not change the default language settings during the installation process
(en_US.UTF-8)!
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5.4 Server Config Reminder
OnApp Cloud runs on CentOS or (for the OnApp Controller Server) Red Hat Enterprise Linux
Server. Please note that the required RHEL/CentOS versions can vary, depending which
virtualization method you choose, Xen or KVM.
Supported server configuration
XEN Hypervisors CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
KVM Hypervisors CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
OnApp Control Panel Server CentOS 5.x x86/X64 or CentOS 6.x x86/64
OnApp Backup Server CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
Integrated Storage CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
Recommended server configuration
We highly recommend using the following server configuration:
XEN 4.0 Hypervisors CentOS 6.x x64,
KVM Hypervisors CentOS 6.x x64
OnApp Control Panel Server CentOS 6.x x86/64
OnApp Backup Server CentOS 6.x x64

PLEASE NOTE: CloudBoot is not compatible with CentOS 6 Xen hypervisors and
CentOS 5 KVM hypervisors.

5.5 Install Control Panel Server
From now on, you may select the preferred OnApp Control Panel version for
installation!
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To do so, specify the CP version either in the configuration file or in the command line
of the Control Panel installer. If the version is not sepecified - the latest release will be
installed.

NOTE:
Use corresponding option of the Control Panel installer in case MySQL is
already installed and configured.
Installer output is redirected to ./onapp-cp-install.log
All installer critical errors are in /var/log/messages
If you're replacing an existing Control Panel with a new install, please dump
your current mysql database. Once you've installed your new Control Panel,
overwrite its database with the previous one. You can find details about the
database by running cat /onapp/interface/config/database.yml and looking at
the connection details located under 'production'

1. Update your server:

bash# yum update
2. Download OnApp YUM repository file:

# rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
3. Install OnApp Control Panel installer package:

bash#> yum install onapp-cp-install
4. Custom Control Panel configuration:

Edit the /onapp/onapp-cp.conf file to set Control Panel custom values
List of IP addresses separated with comas, used for SNMP to trap

SNMP_TRAP_IPS=""
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OnApp Control Panel custom version

ONAPP_VERSION=""
OnApp MySQL/MariaDB connection data (database.yml)

ONAPP_CONN_WAIT_TIMEOUT=15
ONAPP_CONN_POOL=30
ONAPP_CONN_RECONNECT='true'
ONAPP_CONN_ENCODING='utf8'
ONAPP_CONN_SOCKET='/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock'
MySQL/MariaDB server configuration data (in case of local server)

MYSQL_WAIT_TIMEOUT=604800
MYSQL_MAX_CONNECTIONS=500
MYSQL_PORT=3306
Use MariaDB instead of MySQL as OnApp database server

WITH_MARIADB=0
Configure the database server relative amount of available RAM

Set TUNE_DB_SERVER value to 1 to enable the automatic configuration of
Data Base in relation to the RAM available for your Control Panel.
Please be advised, this option will remove your existing DB configuration!

TUNE_DB_SERVER=0
The number of C data structures that can be allocated before triggering the
garbage collector. The default ruby value is 8 million. The recommended value is
presented below:
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RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT=16000000
The value of sysctl.conf net.core.somaxconn

NET_CORE_SOMAXCONN=2048
Root of OnApp database dump directory (on the Control Panel box)

ONAPP_DB_DUMP_ROOT=""
Enable monit - tool for managing and monitoring Unix systems

ENABLE_MONIT=1

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-cp.conf

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.

5. Run the Control Panel installer:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh -i
SNMP_TRAP_IPS
The full list of Control Panel installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-m MYSQL_HOST -p MYSQL_PASSWD -d MYSQL_DB -u MYSQL_USER] [-v
ONAPP_VERSION] [-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS] [-a] [-y] [-h]
Where:
MYSQL_*
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-m MYSQL_HOST

MySQL host

-p MYSQL_PASSWD

MySQL password

-d MYSQL_DB

OnApp MySQL database name

-u MYSQL_USER

MySQL user

ADMIN_*

Options are used to configure OnApp Control Panel
administrator data.
Please note, that these options are for NEW INSTALL only and
not for upgrade

-U ADMIN_LOGIN

CP administrator login

-P ADMIN_PASSWD

CP administrator password

-F ADMIN_FIRSTNAME CP administrator first name

-L ADMIN_LASTNAME

CP administrator last name

-E ADMIN_EMAIL

CP administrator e-mail

-v ONAPP_VERSION

Install custom OnApp CP version

-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS

IP addresses separated with coma for snmp to trap

-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one
is used.

-y
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update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box
with 'yum update'.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-D

do not make database dump, and make sure it is disabled in
the cron and not running at the moment

-h

print this info

6. Install Cloudboot dependencies:

bash#> yum install onapp-store-install
bash#> /onapp/onapp-store-install/onapp-store-install.sh
7. Install OnApp license to activate the Control Panel:

Enter a valid license key via the Web UI (you'll be prompted to do so).

PLEASE NOTE: once you have entered a license it can take up to 15 minutes to
activate.
8. Restart the OnApp service:

bash#> service onapp restart
9. After you have installed the Control Panel server, configure your Cloud Settings. See

Configure Control Panel Settings for details. Once the installation of the Control Panel is
complete, your default OnApp login will be admin/changeme. The password can be
changed via the Control Panel's Users and Groups menu.
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5.6 Install VMware
Important
Please note that testing for VMware under OnApp 3.3 was performed for VMware
vCenter version 5.5 with ESXi Servers 5.0.
The VMware installation includes the following components:
1. Installing and configuring the VMware vCenter
2. Installing Vyatta or Implement VMware without Vyatta Firewall
3. Configuring Control Panel

Refer to a separate vCenter Implementation Guide for more info on how OnApp is
integrated with VMware.

5.6.1 VMware vCenter installation and configuration
Follow these guidelines to install and configure the VMware vCenter:
1. Install the VMware vCenter server by following VMware documentation instructions.
2. Create an administrator account on the vCenter server or use the default “administrator”

account and specify login credentials.
3. Create a vCenter virtual data center.
4. On the data center, create a new cluster, turn on DRS and note the cluster name. Later,

the cluster name will be used when you configure it as a hypervisor on OnApp CP.
5. Open the following ports on the vCenter:

TCP/UDP 902
TCP 443
TCP 80
TCP/UDP 5988-5989
For details, refer to the VMware documentation.
6. Install VMWare ESXi servers by following the VMware documentation instructions.

7.
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7. Add all ESXi servers to the cluster.
8. Attach all ESXi servers to the shared SAN storage. Remember the data store label. Later

you’ll use this data store name when configuring a data store in CP.
9. Create a Distributed Switch.
10. Open the VNC ports on the ESXi host.
11. Enable SSH service on the ESXi host. To do so:

Enable SSH service on each ESXi host: Configuration > Security Profile > SSH
> Options > Start
SSH into each HV in turn and run the following commands:

wget http://downloads.repo.onapp.com/onapp-vmwarefirewall-vnc-manage.sh
sh onapp-vmware-firewall-vnc-manage.sh
Restart the ESXi server for changes to come into effect.
12. Enable NTP on all ESXi server. For correct time synchronization, use the same NTP

server for vCenter and CP.
13. Allow virtual servers to start and stop automatically with the system.
14. Make sure that OnApp CP has access to the ESX servers.

Currently the use of IPv6 is not supported for VMware virtual servers.

If you are not planning to use Vyatta, please refer to Implement VMware without
Vyatta Firewall

5.6.2 Vyatta installation
PLEASE NOTE: You may experience compatibility issues when using the 6.6 version
of Vyatta. We highly recommend using the 6.5 version.
To deploy the Vyatta as a virtual appliance running on the VMware cluster, you need to do the
following:

1.
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1. On the distributed switch, create three virtual server port groups:

Public - for communication between the Vyatta and external networks.
Management - for communication between the Vyatta and the OnApp Control
Panel server
Appliance - for communication between the Vyatta and virtual server.
Set VLAN to 4095 when creating a normal port group, or to 1-4094 trunk range
when creating a Distributed Switch port group.
2. Create a new Vyatta instances on the vCenter with three network interfaces and attach

on to each of the created port groups.
3. Install Vyatta v.6.4 or later from http://vyatta.org/ and install it by creating and booting the

Vyatta LiveCD.
4. Login as user vyatta with password vyatta and run the "install image" command.
5. Remove the LiveCD.
6. Reboot system.
7. Log in using the Vyatta user credentials.
8. Run the following commands:

configure
set service ssh
set service ssh allow-root
set interface ethernet eth0 address <OUTSIDEIPADDRESS/CIDR>
set system gateway-address <OUTSIDEGATEWAYADDRESS>
set interface ethernet eth1 address <COMMUNICATIONIPADDRESS
/CIDR>
set firewall state-policy established action accept
set firewall state-policy related action accept
set firewall state-policy invalid action drop
set firewall state-policy invalid log enable
set firewall name INSIDE_OUT
set firewall name INSIDE_OUT default accept
set vpn ipsec ipsec-interfaces interface eth0
set system login user vyatta authentication plaintextpassword <NEWPASSWORD>
commit
save
9. Configure the firewalls in Firewalls section.
10. Make sure that Vyatta has a single public IP.
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5.6.3 CP configuration
Read the steps described in this section carefully to get a common notion of the VMware
configuration within the OnApp cloud.
VMware implementation comprises several new features implemented in the OnApp cloud.
Customer VLANS - VLANs are used to segment virtual network so that customer
networks are isolated from one another as if they were on physically different segments.
Each customer can have one VLAN with VMware VSs based on it. Configuring VLANs is
essential, as it secures the network traffic and reduces the traffic overload.
Customer networks - customer networks are used to isolate VMware virtual servers
from other customers' VSs via VLAN. All the customer network traffic is handled by
Vyatta to ensure high level of data protection. For detail, see Customer Networks section
of the Admin guide.
Publishing rules - virtual servers running within customer network are invisible, as
customer networks utilize local IP addresses and Vyatta is used to reroute/NAT traffic.
Publishing rules function as destination NAT, making virtual servers accessible from
outside. See Publishing Rules of the Admin guide for details.
IP Address Pools - a range of IP addresses that you can associate with VLANs. You'll
have to select an IP address pool during the customer network creation. See IP Address
Pools section of the Admin guide for details.
Firewalls - Vyatta firewall is used to manage VLANs and route VMware VS networking
traffic in and out of OnApp. Because all customer VSs are running inside customer
networks, firewalls are required as the VS gateways. See Firewalls section of the Admin
guide for details.
The default firewall value = INSIDE_OUT.
So, to configure the OnApp cloud with VMware, you have to configure Firewalls, create a VLAN
to isolate your virtual servers, create an IP address pool, publishing rules and a customer
network. Aside from that, the rest of cloud configuration steps remains unchanged.

You must enable the Contol Panel server network access to the vCenter and each
cluster. The configuration instructions depend on your setup.
To configure VMware on CP:
1. Create new VMware hypervisor in the Hypervisors' settings. See the Create VMware

Hypervisor section of the Admin guide for details how to do that.

2.
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2. Add a separate block of IPs to a network. Then, users will have to set up their routers so

that this block is routed to the Vyatta's public IP.
3. Create new IP address pool. If the customer networks will use NAT, add private IP

ranges to this IP pools section. If the custom networks will not use NAT, the public IP
addresses added at step 2 should be added to this IP address pool.
4. Create a range of VLANs you want to use in the cloud.
5. Create new empty network zone for the first customer networks to be created in.
6. Create new customer network selecting the IP address pool you have created at step 3.
7. Check that you have the Customer Networks and Customer VLANs permissions enabled

(users with Admin role have full access by default).
8. Make sure you do not have hypervisor zone limitations in your billing plan.
9. Create new data store zone.
10. Create new VMware datastore and assign it to data store zone.
11. Assign customer network, network and datastore to the VMware hypervisor you have

created at step 1.
12. Specify the vCenter cluster name in the System Configuration settings.
13. In the Default Settings configuration, define the service account name that will be

automatically created on all virtual servers to be able to communicate with them. OnApp
/settings/edit#defaults
14. Create a VMware VS templates by following the instructions in the Create Template for

VMware Virtual Server chapter.

You can also dowload and deploy a ready-made VMware template by following
the instructions of the VMware Template Installation Guide. NOTE: That
template is for testing purposes only!
15. Log in as this user you have created at step 5 and create a new VMware virtual server.

5.7 Install Hypervisors
Once the Control Panel server has been installed successfully, you can follow one of two
processes to set up Xen or KVM hypervisors:
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Install CloudBoot Hypervisors - the CloudBoot method where hypervisors are installed
over your network
Install Static Hypervisors - standard static installation process to each hypervisor's local
disk

We strongly recommend that you avoid creating mixed hypervisor zones:
do not add CloudBoot and static boot hypervisors to one hypervisor zone
do not add both XEN and KVM hypervisors to one zone
The reason is that XEN VSs cannot migrate/failover to a KVM hypervisor and KVM
VSs cannot migrate/failover to a XEN hypervisor.

5.7.1 Install CloudBoot Hypervisors
Follow this method to enable CloudBoot for your hypervisors. CloudBoot hypervisor installation
enables dynamic boot of hypervisor servers without any persistent installation requirements.

Servers must support and have PXE boot enabled on the Network Interface Card
(setup in the BIOS if not already enabled by default). See Configure CloudBoot
Settings in BIOS for details.

1. Enable CloudBoot in the Control Panel:
a. Go to Settings > Configuration > CloudBoot
b. Scroll down to the CloudBoot section and check the Enable box.
2. Enable Storage in the Control Panel:
a. Go to Settings > Configuration > OnApp Storage
b. Scroll down to the OnApp Storage section and check the Enable OnApp Storage

box.
c. Tick the Use Local Read Path check box to minimise the network throughput

dependency for read heavy workloads.
3. Enter IP addresses for static content target and Control Panel server CloudBoot interface:

Static content, such as CloudBoot images, kernels, virtual server templates, can be
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hosted on a standalone NFS server if you wish. The default configuration is to install
everything on the Control Panel server.
Enter the relevant IPs in Settings > Configuration > CloudBoot
4. Add IP address range for hypervisors:

Settings > Hypervisors > CloudBootIPs > New IP Address

5. Power on servers and allow them to boot the default image.

Add servers to the Control Panel by selecting MAC addresses and assigning IP address
Settings >Hypervisors >Add a new CloudBoot Hypervisor

If you want to expose drives in hypervisors to OnApp Storage, our integrated
storage platform, then you must select them at this point.
For more information on setting up and configuring CloudBoot, see the
CloudBoot Hypervisors section of the Admin guide.

To increase dom0 memory for all new Xen HVs, edit the dom0 value in the
/tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg/template-xen file on the CP server.
To increase dom0 memory for a single Xen HV, edit the /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg/xxxx-xx-xx-xx-xx file, where you have to replace the x's with your hypervisor's
management NIC MAC address.

We strongly recommend you to deploy one or more backup servers for backups
and VS provisioning when using CloudBoot functionality.
6. CloudBoot hypervisors mount the following locations automatically at boot:

/tftpboot/export/centos5/xen to /.ro
The path may vary depending on the hypervisor template used.
/data to /onapp/tools/recovery
/tftpboot/images/centos5/ramdisk-xen to /cloudboot/centos5/ramdisk-xen
The path may vary depending on the hypervisor template.
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The NFS server from which these are mounted is defined by the Static Config target
parameter (see Edit System Configuration section for details). You can set the default
Control Panel server IP to any other server. This change will affect all CloudBoot
hypervisors.
The following paths must be available in the static config target to make it possible to use
CloudBoot:
/tftpboot/export
/data
/tftpboot/images
Hypervisors will use local templates (mounted from Static Config target) during the server
provisioning if the Use SSH file transfer configuration setting is disabled or the template
has null backup_server_id.
7. If you do not have a Dedicated Backup Server in place, please use Custom Config to

mount /onapp/templates and /onapp/backup from your Control Panel server or another
NFS export.
8. After you have installed CloudBoot hypervisor:

Configure CloudBoot Settings in BIOS

If you do not have a dedicated backup server you must mount your Template
and Backup repository to the Hypervisor for VS provisioning and backups to
work, for example from your Control Panel server:
Add to /etc/exports on the Control Panel server:
/onapp/templates 192.168.10.0/24(rw,no_root_squash)
/onapp/backups 192.168.10.0/24(rw,no_root_squash)
Add to Custom Config on the Hypervisor and run them manually on the
command line (In this example we are mounting from 192.168.10.101):
mkdir -p /onapp/backups && mount -t nfs 192.168.10.101:/onapp/backups
/onapp/backups
mkdir -p /onapp/templates && mount -t nfs 192.168.10.101:/onapp/templates
/onapp/templates
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Configure CloudBoot Settings in BIOS
PLEASE NOTE: Your BIOS settings may vary from the example provided in this
section.
To use PXE boot, you have to make sure it is enabled in BIOS. To do so:
1. Select the required ethernet card supporting PXE as a boot device:

2. After that, go to the Advanced settings > PCI/PnP configuration.
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3. In the Advanced settings, select the first/primary Onboard LAN/NIC Option ROM and

press Enter.
Use up and down arrow keys to set Option ROM settings to enabled and press Enter.
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Press Escape key to return to the Advanced menu.

4. Set local disk as a second boot device.

Configure InfiniBand
Your hardware must meet the following requirements for Ethernet mode utilization:
VPI enabled switches (including a proper license key).
VPI adapter cards (HCAs).

Current limitations:
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IB in Ethernet mode is only supported for Centos6/KVM nodes. It will not work
with CentOS5 / Xen.
InfiniBand is only supported for the SAN network, not PXE boot.
To set up a HV to operate in IB/Ethernet mode on the SAN network:
1. Add new hypervisor based on boot MAC from UI, but do not configure storage yet .
2. Log in to the hypervisor via SSH and run the following commands:

HV# /sbin/connectx_port_config -n
Choose Ethernet mode, and run:

HV# mkdir -p /.rw/overlay/etc/infiniband
HV# cp -a /etc/infiniband/connectx.conf /.rw/overlay/etc
/infiniband
HV# init 6
3. After the hypervisor reboots, perform the CloudBoot hypervisor setup, as described in

Create CloudBoot Hypervisor.
4. Run the following script on the Control Panel server:

CP# cd /tftpboot/images/centos5/diskless/snapshot
CP# cp -Rp default/overlay <MAC_OF_HV_MGT_NIC>/
5. Reboot the hypervisor via UI.
6. After that, you will be able to select the InfiniBand interface as a storage NIC.
7. Then you can safely remove the /tftpboot/images/centos5/diskless/snapshot/default

/overlay directory.

5.7.2 Install Static Hypervisors
Before you proceed
1.
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1. Install base CentOS packages on the local drive before hypervisor installation,

depending which virtualization method you choose:
Xen 3 hypervisors: CentOS 5.x x64
Xen 4 hypervisors: CentOS 6.x x64
KVM hypervisors: CentOS 5.x x64 or CentOS 6.x x64
2. Disable CPU power-saving features in BIOS before you proceed to the

hypervisor installation.
3. If you are not using a dedicated backup server in your cloud setup, configure

NFS server with the following options to preserve files owner and group settings
during template unpacking on NFS storage:
no_root_squash
no_all_squas
4. Pay attention that smart and baremetal servers cannot be installed using the

static hypervisor installation method.

From now on, you may install the required version of Hypervisor Tools and
StorageAPI. To do so, specify the custom version of Hypervisor Tools and StorageAPI
in configuration file or in the command line of the Control Panel installer. If the version
is not specified - the latest available versions will be installed.
To install a hypervisor:
1. Add the hypervisor to your cloud using the OnApp Control Panel: Settings >

Hypervisors > Add New Hypervisor
Make sure the hypervisor is visible in the Control Panel, and at this point showing as
inactive.
2. Update your server:

bash# yum update
3. Download the OnApp repository:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
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4. Install the OnApp hypervisor installer package:

bash#> yum install onapp-hv-install
5. Update OS components using the following command:

For XEN

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh -y
or
For KVM

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh -y
6. Edit custom hypervisor configuration:

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.

#vi /onapp/onapp-hv.conf
The full list of OnApp hypervisor custom values:
OnApp HV tools custom version

HV_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version

API_VERSION=""
Default server to sync time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
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Xen HV (Domain-0) related configuration

XEN_DOM0_MEM_MIN=409600
XEN_DOM0_MEM_DEVISOR=48
XEN_DOM0_MAX_VCPUS=""
XEN_DOM0_VCPUS_PIN_ENABLE=0
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_WEIGHT=65535
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_CAP=200
4.2.x and higher versions only:
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_RATELIMIT_US=100
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_TIMESLICE_MS=5
The number of loopback devices created

LOOPBACKS=128
The maximum size of the connection tracking table.

The value can't be greater than 65536 if the total memory of Xen
Domain-0 or KVM is less thn 1Gb.
The value could be doubled (or even more, depends on memory
amount).

NET_IPV4_NETFILTER_IP_CONTRACK_MAX=""
The divisor to calculate the hash table. The recommended value is 8.

hashsize = nf_conntrack_max / 8
CONTRACK_TO_HASHSIZE=8
Outdated Xen HVs' (Domain-0) configuration parameters

XEN_DOM0_MEM_OVERHEAD_MIN=262144
P_TO_VCPUS=4
7. Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script:
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There are new options added to the Xen and KVM HV installers (onapp-hv-xeninstall.shand onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh):

-v to specify custom Hypervisor Tools version
-p to specify custom StorageAPI version
The full list of installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh [-c
CONFIG_FILE] [-a] [-y] [-t] [-s] [-v HV_VERSION] [-p
API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is

used.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-v HV_VERSION

custom Hypervisor Tools version

-p API_VERSION custom StorageAPI version

-y

update OS packages (except for OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

initiate Recovery templates and ISO(s), which are used to provision
FreeBSD guests, download
The download is initiated if '-a' option is used

-s

skip packages management: install, remove, upgrade

-h

print this info

Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for Xen hypervisors:
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bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh
Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for KVM hypervisors:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh
8. Configure the hypervisor for your cloud. This step is also required for the SNMP statistics

receiver configuration:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-config.sh -h
<CP_HOST_IP> -p [HV_HOST_IP] -f <FILE_TRANSFER_SERVER_IP> -b
<HV_BSNET_IP>
The full configuration options described here:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-config.sh[-h CP_HOST_IP] [-p
HV_HOST_IP] [-b HV_BSNET_IP] [-f FTS_IP] [-a|-i [USER:
PASSWD]] [-s] -?
Where:
-h CP_HOST_IP

FQDN or IP Address of the management server which should
receive all status reports and is authoritative for this hypervisor

-p HV_HOST_IP

FQDN or IP Address of Server (the Hypervisor) which will serve all
stats related and other requests send by the CP_HOST_IP.
Used by snmpd, snmptrapd and StorageAPI.

-b HV_BSNET_IP Hypervisor's IP Address from Backup Servers' network

Used to bind the SCSI target daemon.

-f FTS_IP

File Transfer Server FQDN or IP address, used for daily cron
update recovery ISO by recovery.sh

-a

Install AoE
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-s

Install sshfs

-?

Print this help info

9. Reboot the hypervisor to complete the installation:

bash#> shutdown -r now
10. Generate SSH keys:

OnApp requires SSH keys to access various elements of the cloud. The script provided
will generate and transfer keys as necessary. The script needs to run on your Control
Panel server. It will overwrite any keys that already exist, so if you have custom keys
already installed you will need to add them again after running the script. The script will
ask you for login details to various servers during the execution. Please follow the
onscreen instructions.
11. If you are installing a new cloud, SSH into your Control Panel server then download and

run the script:

bash#> wget http://downloads.repo.onapp.com/install-all-keys.
sh
bash#> /bin/sh install-all-keys.sh
12. If you are adding additional hypervisors to an existing cloud, update the authorized_keys

file by running the following script on the Control Panel server:

bash#> ssh-copy-id -i /home/onapp/.ssh/id_rsa.pub root@HV_HOST
_IP

If you do not have a dedicated backup server you must mount your Template
and Backup repository to the Hypervisor for VS provisioning and backups to
work, for example from your Control Panel server:
Add to /etc/exports on the Control Panel server then reboot:
/onapp/templates 192.168.10.0/24(rw,no_root_squash)
/onapp/backups 192.168.10.0/24(rw,no_root_squash)
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Add to /etc/rc.local on the Hypervisor and run them manually on the command
line (In this example we are mounting from 192.168.10.101):
mkdir -p /onapp/backups && mount -t nfs 192.168.10.101:/onapp/backups
/onapp/backups
mkdir -p /onapp/templates && mount -t nfs 192.168.10.101:/onapp/templates
/onapp/templates

5.8 Install Data Stores
Once the Control Panel server has been installed successfully, you can use one of the
following processes to set up data stores:
Install LVM Data Store
Install Integrated Storage Data Store
Install VMware Data Store
Install SolidFire Data Store

5.8.1 Install LVM Data Store

PLEASE NOTE:
To configure an Integrated Storage data store, please consult the Admin guide.
This process assumes you have already configured a hypervisor to see the
ISCSI/ATAoE block device it is connecting to, and that the SAN disk will be
shown when running a fdisk -l.
All hypervisors need access to the same data store. Ensure that you have the
block device visible on all hypervisors.
VERY IMPORTANT: only perform this procedure once per data store!
ALSO IMPORTANT: take care when choosing the disk/partition you wish to use
for storing VM data!
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1. Add the new data store to OnApp via the Control Panel user interface:
a. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
b. Click the Data Stores icon.
c. Click the Create Data Store link at the bottom of the screen.
d. Follow the steps in the creation wizard:

Step 1 of 2
Enter a label and IP address for your data store.
Select the data store type: lvm.
Move the slider to the right to enable a data store. When disabled, OnApp
will not allow new disks to be created automatically on that data store. This
is useful to prevent an established data store from becoming too full. It also
lets you prevent the automatic creation of root disks on 'special' data stores
(high speed, etc).
Click Next.

Step 2
Set disk capacity in GB.
If required, you can also bind the data store with a local hypervisor. This is
helpful if you wish that the data store and a hypervisor were located on the
same physical server thus decreasing the time needed for a hypervisor-data
store connection.
If required, you can also assign the data store to a data store zone. The
drop-down menu lists all data store zones set up in the cloud (to add or edit
data store zones, see the section on Data store zones in the Settings
section of this guide)
e. When you've finished configuring the store, click the Create Data Store button.

To use the data store, you have to assign it either to an hypervisor or an
hypervisor zone.

2.
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2. Find the data store's unique identifier (this is needed to create your volume group in

step# 4):
(Read the IDENTIFIER from the data stores screen: http://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/settings
/data_stores)
3. SSH into a hypervisor that is able to connect to this data store. Create the physical

volume:

bash#> pvcreate --metadatasize 50M /dev/xxx

Replace xxx with the real device.

4. Create the volume group:

bash#> vgcreate onapp-IDENTIFIER /dev/xxx

Replace xxx with the real device and IDENTIFIER with the info from the
datastore page in the UI.
5. Test hypervisor/volume group visibility:

Now you have the new data store formatted you should be able to see the volume group
from all hypervisors. To test this, run pvscan and vgscan on all hypervisors. Make sure
you can see all identifiers on all hypervisors.

5.8.2 Install Integrated Storage Data Store
Before creating an integrated storage data store:
1. Create one or more Xen or KVM hypervisors with integrated storage enabled to group

their drives together into a virtual data store.
2. Create a hypervisor zone.
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3. Add your hypervisors to the hypervisor zone.

After that, you can proceed to the integrated storage data store creation.
To create a new integrated storage data store:
1. Go to your Control Panel’s Integrated Storage > Data Stores menu.
2. On the screen that appears, you’ll see the list of all integrated storage data stores in the

cloud.
3. To create a new data store, click the Create New Integrated Storage Data Store button,

and complete the wizard that follows:

Name - give your data store a name
Show advanced options - select this check box to reveal the list of advanced settings:

Replicas - specify the number of data copies to increase the resilience to
individual drive failure. You can specify 1, 2 or 4 replicas.
Stripes - specify the number of data splittings to increase the number of physical
disks included to the virtual disk. You can specify 0, 2 or 4 stripes.
Overcommit - specify the over-provisioning percentage. You can set the following
overcommit values: none (0%), 20%, 50% or unlimited (100%).
Storage Nodes

In order for your hard drives (nodes) to be detected and active, multicast traffic
should be enabled on your switch, for the Onapp Integrated Storage Network
/VLAN.

Filter by hypervisor - use this to filter the nodes (disks) available for inclusion in
this data store, by specific hypervisors.
Filter by performance - use this to filter the nodes available for inclusion in this
data store by performance.
4. Click the Save button to create the data store. The data store must be assigned to a

hypervisor zone and data store zone before you can provision storage to a VS.
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5.8.3 Install VMware Data Store
VMware Storage DRS is not supported in this version of OnApp Cloud.
To add a VMware data store to the OnApp Control Panel:
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu and click the Data Stores icon:

2. On the screen that appears, click the Create Data Store button:
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3. Follow the steps in the creation wizard:

Step 1 of 2
Enter a label of the vCenter data store. The label of VMware data store must
match the vCenter data store label!
Leave the IP address field empty.
Move the slider to the right to enable a data store. When disabled, OnApp will not
allow new disks to be created automatically on that data store. This is useful to
prevent an established data store from becoming too full. It also lets you prevent
the automatic creation of root disks on 'special' data stores (high speed, etc).
Click Next.

Step 2
Set disk capacity in GB.
If required, you can also bind the data store with a local hypervisor. This is helpful if you
wish that the data store and an hypervisor were located on the same physical server
thus decreasing the time needed for a hypervisor-data store connection.
If required, you can also assign the data store to a data store zone. The drop-down
menu lists all data store zones set up in the cloud (for details how to add or edit data
store zones, see the Data Store Zones Settings section of the Admin guide)
Select the vmware data store type.
When you've finished configuring the store, click the Create Data Store button
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After that, go to the Settings menu again and select Data Stores:

The data store you have just created will be displayed in the data stores list:
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Copy the value from the Identifier column to your clipboard and go to your vCenter
Client:

In the vCenter Client please go to your data stores
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Right click on your new data store, here named NewDataStore

Click Rename and paste the Identifier value from the OnApp CP in the Name field, then
press Enter. The name of your new data store has now been changed and is ready to
be used by OnApp CP

5.8.4 Install SolidFire Data Store
You can create one SolidFire data store per cloud that will represent the space available at the
SolidFire side.
To create a SolidFire data store:
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
2. Click the Data Stores icon.
3.
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3. Click the Create Data Store link at the bottom of the screen.
4. Follow the steps in the creation wizard:

Step 1 of 3
Enter a data store label.
Specify an IP address to be used for managing the data store via CP (Inasmuch
SolidFire data stores have two interfaces, you'll have to specify the IP address for
the cluster admin later.)
Select a solidfire data store type.
Move the slider to the right to enable a data store. When disabled, OnApp will not
allow new disks to be created automatically on that data store. This is useful to
prevent an established data store from becoming too full. It also lets you prevent
the automatic creation of root disks on 'special' data stores (high speed, etc).
Click Next.

Step 2 of 3
Set disk capacity in GB.
If required, you can also bind the data store with a local hypervisor. This is helpful
if you wish that the data store and a hypervisor were located on the same physical
server thus decreasing the time needed for a hypervisor-data store connection.
If required, you can also assign the data store to a data store zone. The dropdown menu lists all data store zones set up in the cloud (to add or edit data store
zones, see the section on Data store zones in the Settings section of this guide).
Step 3
Specify the cluster Admin settings:

iSCSI IP - iSCSI IP address
Username - specify username for cluster authorization
Password - specify password for cluster authorization
Specify the Solid Fire Account settings:

Username - specify SolidFire account username
Initiator secret - specify iSCSI initiator secret (optional)
Target secret - specify iSCSI initiator secret (optional)
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Initator secret and target secret are optional parameters. They are
created automatically for a newly created account. For the new account
they will be taken from the SolidFire database.
If you specify target and initiator secrets for an existing user, they will be
overwritten.

5. When you've finished configuring the store, click the Create Data Store button.

5.9 Install Backup Server
You can follow one of three processes to set up a backup server in your cloud:
Install Static Backup Server
Install CloudBoot Backup Server
Install Virtual Backup Server

5.9.1 Install Static Backup Server
Skip this section if you are using a CloudBoot method.

From now on, you may install the required version of Backup Tools and StorageAPI.
To do so, specify the custom version of Backup Tools and StorageAPI in configuration
file or in the command line of the Control Panel installer. If the version is not specified
- the latest available versions will be installed.
To install static backup server:
1. Add a backup server via the Control Panel user interface:
a. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, then press Backup servers icon.

b.
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b. Click the Create Backup Server button.
c. Fill in the form that appears:

Label - give your backup server a label
IP address - enter the backup server IP address (IPv4)
Backup IP address - add a provisioning network IP address
Capacity - set the backup server capacity (in GB)
Backup server zone - select the backup server zone to which this backup
server will be assigned.
d. Move the Enabled slider to the right to enable the backup server.
e. Click the Add Backup Server button.
2. Update your server:

bash# yum update
3. Download the OnApp repository:

bash# rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm

4. Install the OnApp Backup Server installer package:

bash# yum install onapp-bk-install
5. Check and set Backup Server default settings:

Edit Backup Server default settings by editing the /onapp/onapp-bk.conf file:
OnApp BK tools custom version

BK_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version

API_VERSION=""
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Default server to synch time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
The number of retries for WGET to download the file

WGET_TRIES=5
OnApp templates directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

TEMPLATES_DIR='/onapp/templates'
OnApp backups directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

BACKUPSS_DIR='/onapp/backups'

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-bk.conf

6. Run the installer:

bash# sh /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh
The full list of installer options:
Usage:
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/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-a] [-y] [-t] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is
used.

-a

Do NOT be interactive. Processe with automatic installation.

-y

Update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

Initiate Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates download.
The download is initiated if '-a' option is used.
Print this info

-h

It is recommended to download Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates while
running the installer. You may rerun the installer later with the -t option.
7. onfigure the backup server for your cloud. This step is also required for the SNMP

statistics receiver configuration:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-config.sh -h
<CP_HOST_IP> -p [BK_HOST_IP] -f <FILE_TRANSFER_SERVER_IP>
The full list of configuration options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-config.sh [-h CP_HOST_IP] [ p BK_HOST_IP] [-f FTS_IP] [-a|-i [USER:PASSWD]] [-s] -?
Where:
-h CP_HOST_IP
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FQDN or IP Address of the management server which should
receive all status reports and is authoritative for this hypervisor.

-p BK_HOST_IP

FQDN or IP Address of Backup Server which will serve all stats
related and other requests send by the CP_HOST_IP.
Used by snmpd and StorageAPI.

-f FTS_IP

File Transfer Server FQDN or IP address used for daily cron
update recovery ISO by recovery.sh

-a

Install AoE

-i [USER:PASSWD] Install iSCSI utils and configure with USER and PASSWD (if

specified)

-s

Install sshfs

-?

Print this help info

Ignore any errors stating stats and that vmon services aren't running. This is the
expected behaviour at this stage.

5.9.2 Install CloudBoot Backup Server
CloudBoot backup servers are CloudBooted KVM hypervisors that can be be used as backup
servers. Follow the step-by-step instructions provided in this chapter to configure CloudBoot
backup servers in your cloud.

PLEASE NOTE: You should configure some local or remote attached storage for
persistent backups on the provisioning/backup server.

We strongly recommend you to deploy one or more backup servers on your cloud,
Incremental backups are only supported with a dedicated backup server.
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To create a CloudBoot backup server:
1. Update CloudBoot and CP server RPMs:

yum update onapp-store-install yum update onapp-cp-install
2. Configure CloudBoot settings:

/onapp/onapp-store-install/onapp-store-install.sh
3. Create new CloudBoot hypervisor with an IP address from the dynamic range. Refer to

the Create CloudBoot Hypervisor section of the Admin guide for details.
4. Ensure to choose the 'Backup' option and don't format disks.
5. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, then press Backup Servers icon.
6. Click the Create Backup Server button.
7. Fill in the form that appears:

Tick the Enabled box to enable the backup server.

Label - give your backup server a label
IP address - enter the IP address of a hypervisor you have created at step 1
Backup IP address - add a provisioning network IP address
Capacity - set the backup server capacity (in GB)
8. After that, assign your backup server to the backup server zone.

If you intend to attach LVM-based storage and create backups, you should also add the
IP address of the KVM HV added in step 1 in the 'Backup IP address' field of each of
your hypervisors.
Further steps:
1. Format and mount the local storage:

a. SSH to the backup server
b. Format the storage with your preferred filesystem type, e.g.:

bash#> mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda
c. Mount the storage to /onapp:
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bash#> mount /dev/sda /onapp

Add mount /dev/sda /onapp to custom config file also.
d. Make folders for backups and templates:

bash#> mkdir /onapp/backups
bash#> mkdir /onapp/templates

2. Update the database so that the location of the templates is known:

a. Find the database password:

cat /onapp/interface/config/database.yml |grep password
b. Open the onapp database in MySQL:

bash#> mysql -p bash#> use onapp;
c. Find the ID of the backup server:

bash#> select * from backup_servers;
d. For all of the templates, set the required backup_server_id:

bash#> update templates set backup_server_id='[your_id]';
3. To download the base templates during the installation to your Control Panel, download

and run the following script:

bash#> wget http://downloads.repo.onapp.com/get_template.sh
bash#> /bin/sh get_template.sh
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To ensure your backups don't disappear after rebooting the CloudBoot backup server,
add a mount command to the CloudBoot backup servers custom config so it is
automatically mounted after future reboots.
To fix your custom config settings, you can use one of the following options provided
in the examples below (you will have to specify your own device names):
1. If you have a separate partition for backups and templates (/dev/sda1 and /dev

/sda2)

mkdir
mkdir
mount
mount

-p /onapp/backups
-p /onapp/template
/dev/sda1 /onapp/backups
/dev/sda2 /onapp/templates

2. If you current array is detected as /dev/sda1 and currently everything is located

in /onapp within templates and backup directories within:

mkdir -p /onapp
mount /dev/sda1 /onapp

5.9.3 Install Virtual Backup Server
Virtual backup server is a configured backup server based on the Xen CloudBoot hypervisor
that can be used as a backup server. Utilization of virtual backup servers helps to reduce IO
load in Domain 0 on Xen hypervisor servers and improve their performance and may be used
as an alternative to dedicated backup servers. The virtual backup servers can then be used to
offload the backup activities from Dom0 and free up resources from the hypervisor. Once
configured via the CloudBoot interface, virtual backup servers are managed exactly the same
as dedicated physical backup servers.
For clouds using the backup scheme without dedicated backup servers, virtual backup servers
should be used rather than the standard procedure.
You can create a virtual backup server either via OnApp user interface or using the CLI tool:
Creating a virtual backup server via CLI
Creating a virtual backup server via OnApp UI
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PLEASE NOTE: You need to configure a backup target for storing backups before
using a virtual backup server.

If you reboot a hypervisor that functions as a virtual backup server without a target
specified, all backups will be lost!
Virtual backup servers are included in the onappstore rpm and need to be configured manually
via the CP terminal.
You can execute the following commands:

Command backupServerAdmin
Usage:

backupServerAdmin list
backupServerAdmin create <HV MAC Addr> <RAM> <vCPUs>
<Bridge1,Bridge2,...BridgeN>
backupServerAdmin delete <HV MAC Addr> <VMname>
backupServerAdmin start <HV MAC Addr> <VMname>
backupServerAdmin stop <HV MAC Addr> <VMname>
backupServerAdmin move <Src HV MAC Addr> <Dst HV MAC Addr>
<VMname>
backupServerAdmin hvnetinfo <HV MAC Addr>
Where:
HV MAC Addr - MAC address of a Xen hypervisor that is used for the virtual backup
server
RAM - virtual backup server RAM
vCPUs - virtual backup server CPUS
Bridge1,Bridge2,...BridgeN - bridge identifiers configured on the hypervisors
Src HVMAC Addr - the MAC address of the hypervisor we will move the virtual backup
server from during the migration
Dst HV MAC Addr - target MAC IP address during the virtual backup server migration
VSname - virtual backup server name that is generated automatically during the creation
process
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backupServerAdmin list report example:

Node <MAC_ADDRESS> (<IP_ADDR>)
Backup Server '<BS_NAME>':
Memory: 'BS_RAM'
vCPUs: 'BS_CPU'
Networks: ['bridge=BRIDGENAME,vifname=VIFNAME,mac=MAC_ADDR'*]
Running: TRUE/FALSE

Creating a virtual backup server via CLI
To add the virtual backup server via CLI:
1. List available hypervisors and IP addresses:

backupServerAdmin list
2. Query Networks available to a given hypervisor:

backupServerAdmin hvnetinfo
3. Create a config on a chosen hypervisor:

backupServerAdmin create
4. Find the ID of the backup server:

backupServerAdmin list
5. Start the Backup server VS:

backupServerAdmin start
6. Wait for two minutes. After that, go to the OnApp Control Panel and create new Xen

Cloud Boot hypervisor with the MAC of a virtual backup server address obtained with the
'backupServerAdmin list' command.
7. Restart the backup server from the CLI:
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7.

backupServerAdmin stop
backupServerAdmin start

Creating a virtual backup server in the OnApp UI
To create new virtual backup server in the OnApp Control Panel:
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, then press Backup servers icon.
2. Click the Create Backup Server button.
3. Fill in the form that appears:

Label - give your backup server a label
IP address - enter the IP address of a virtual backup server
Skip the Backup IP address field, as it is not required for the virtual backup server

Capacity - set the backup server capacity (in GB)
4. Tick the Enabled box to enable the backup server.

FAQ:
Where are backups stored?
A backup target must be configured prior to using a virtual backup server otherwise it
will soon run out of space. Also all backups will be lost if the HV with a virtual backup
server is rebooted if a target is not specified.
How does a virtual backup server work?
Once booted and managed via the CloudBoot interface, exactly the same as a backup
server.
Is the virtual backup server used for provisioning?
Yes - it performs the same operations as a dedicated backup-server.
How can you tell if a backup server is virtual or dedicated?
In the UI there will be an additional HV that has a MAC address beginning "de:be",
that is available during the CloudBoot hypervisor creation. From the CP server,
running backupServerAdmin list will show the presence of a backup server.
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5.9.4 Install Static Backup Server complete
Skip this section if you are using a CloudBoot method.

From now on, you may install the required version of Backup Tools and StorageAPI.
To do so, specify the custom version of Backup Tools and StorageAPI in configuration
file or in the command line of the Control Panel installer. If the version is not specified
- the latest available versions will be installed.
To install static backup server:
1. Add a backup server via the Control Panel user interface:
a. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, then press Backup servers icon.
b. Click the Create Backup Server button.
c. Fill in the form that appears:

Label - give your backup server a label
IP address - enter the backup server IP address (IPv4)
Backup IP address - add a provisioning network IP address
Capacity - set the backup server capacity (in GB)
Backup server zone - select the backup server zone to which this backup
server will be assigned.
d. Move the Enabled slider to the right to enable the backup server.
e. Click the Add Backup Server button.
2. Update your server:

bash# yum update
3. Download the OnApp repository:

bash# rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo.
noarch.rpm
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4. Install the OnApp Backup Server installer package:

bash# yum install onapp-bk-install
5. Check and set Backup Server default settings:

Edit Backup Server default settings by editing the /onapp/onapp-bk.conf file:
OnApp BK tools custom version

BK_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version

API_VERSION=""
Default server to synch time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
The number of retries for WGET to download the file

WGET_TRIES=5
OnApp templates directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

TEMPLATES_DIR='/onapp/templates'
OnApp backups directory.
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Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

BACKUPSS_DIR='/onapp/backups'

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-bk.conf

6. Run the installer:

bash# sh /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh
The full list of installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-a] [-y] [-t] [-v BK_VERSION] [-p API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is
used.

-a

Do NOT be interactive. Processe with automatic installation.

-v BK_VERSION

Custom Backup Tools version

-p API_VERSION

Custom StorageAPI version

-y

Update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

Initiate Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates download.
The download is initiated if '-a' option is used.
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Print this info

-h

It is recommended to download Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates while
running the installer. You may rerun the installer later with the -t option.
7. onfigure the backup server for your cloud. This step is also required for the SNMP

statistics receiver configuration:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-config.sh -h
<CP_HOST_IP> -p [BK_HOST_IP] -f <FILE_TRANSFER_SERVER_IP>
The full list of configuration options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-config.sh [-h CP_HOST_IP] [ p BK_HOST_IP] [-f FTS_IP] [-a|-i [USER:PASSWD]] [-s] -?
Where:
-h CP_HOST_IP

FQDN or IP Address of the management server which should
receive all status reports and is authoritative for this hypervisor.

-p BK_HOST_IP

FQDN or IP Address of Backup Server which will serve all stats
related and other requests send by the CP_HOST_IP.
Used by snmpd and StorageAPI.

-f FTS_IP

File Transfer Server FQDN or IP address used for daily cron
update recovery ISO by recovery.sh

-a

Install AoE

-i [USER:PASSWD] Install iSCSI utils and configure with USER and PASSWD (if

specified)

-s
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Print this help info

-?

Ignore any errors stating stats and that vmon services aren't running. This is the
expected behaviour at this stage.

5.10 Enable Recovery Mode for
Baremetal Servers
To enable recovery mode for baremetal servers, perform the following steps:
1. Download the following files:

http://templates.repo.onapp.com/Linux/recovery-baremetal.kernel
http://templates.repo.onapp.com/Linux/recovery-baremetal.initrd
2. Place the files into the /tftpboot/images/ramdisk-recovery/ directory.
3. Create template file /tftpboot/pxelinux.cfg/template-baremetal-recovery with following

contents:

default baremetal-recovery
label baremetal-recovery
kernel images/ramdisk-recovery/recovery-baremetal.kernel
append initrd=images/ramdisk-recovery/recovery-baremetal.
initrd root=live:/recovery-centos-3.2.iso rootfstype=auto ro
liveimg rd.luks=0 rd.md=0 rd.dm=0
4. Restart the OnApp services:

service onapp restart
service httpd restart

After that, recovery mode option will appear in the baremetal server's Tools menu:
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5.11 Download and Configure Templates
on Control Panel Server
These steps only need to be used if you are not using a Dedicated Backup Server!

1. Log in to the Control Panel server as root, and run:

bash#> wget http://downloads.repo.onapp.com/get_template.sh
bash#> /bin/sh get_template.sh
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5.12 Configure Cloud
Once you've set up your hardware, the final step is to configure your cloud in your Control
Panel. This chapter explains how to configure a basic cloud. If you complete these steps you
should be in a position to create VSs.

To avoid VNC console issues, make sure that ServerName Apache setting matches
the SSL certificate.

5.12.1 Configure Control Panel Settings
The Configuration section of the OnApp Cloud provides access for changing various aspects of
your cloud setup. To edit these OnApp configuration settings:
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu.
2. Click the Configuration icon. Click the tabs to edit the relevant config settings (System,

Backups/Templates, Interface) – these are explained in the subsections that follow.

System Configuration Settings
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, and click the Configuration icon.
2. Click the System tab to change the following application settings:

Please note, that if you change any settings here and save, the Control Panel
server will restart OnApp services
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License info

Key - the key for your OnApp installation.
Hypervisors*

Requests before marked as failed* - determines how many times the Control
Panel server will attempt to contact a hypervisor before failover is initiated. For the
Integrated Storage, we recommend increasing this parameter to 30, so that the
storage platform has enough time to mark the HVs accordingly, and allow the VSs
to start up after a failed HV.
Application updates

Update server URL - the location OnApp software updates are downloaded from.
VS Console Ports*
These are the ports used to remotely connect to virtual servers using the integrated VNC
console.
Set the port range using the First port and Last port fields.

Email - this is where you configure OnApp to send email alerts for failed transactions and
changes of hypervisor status. If OnApp Storage is enabled, you may also switch on
Storage hourly and/or daily email reports.

Send notifications? - move this slider to the right to enable email alerts (failed
tasks, offline hypervisors, etc).
Enable hourly Storage reports - generate and send hourly Storage reports. Hourly
Storage report is an email with details about storage disks changing degradation
statuses (e.g. "Healthy" > "Degraded", "Missing members" > "Healthy", etc). If no
such changes occurred during the last hour, the email is not sent.
Enable daily Storage reports - are the healthcheck diagnostic pages sent as email
for each Hypervisor zone with storage.
System host - enter a server IP or URL. Email alerts link to transaction logs for
alert events, and those logs are opened from the server configured here.
FROM: – the email address from which help requests and email alerts are sent.
TO: - the email address to which the system will send alerts about failed
transactions and change of hypervisor status.
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Email delivery method - select a mail transfer agent: either sendmail or smtp. If
you select smtp, please configure the options below:

SMTP address - address of the SMTP server
SMTP port - port of the SMTP server
SMTP domain - associated domain
SMTP username - user name to login into SMTP server
SMTP password - password to login into SMTP server
SMTP authentication - select an authentication mechanism from a dropdown menu
SMTP enable STARTTLS - enable or disable StartTLS extension
Miscellaneous

Application name – here you may change the application name, which is displayed
at the welcome screen.
Config comment - this text is added by OnApp to system configuration files, such
as resolv.conf.

This prevents the system from creating VSs with more CPU than is available for
a hypervisor. For example, on a hypervisor with 4 CPU cores, with CPU
guarantee enabled, you will only be able to create 4 VSs with 100% CPU
priority. The system will not allow you to create a 5th VS.

Enable huge pages - move this slider to the right to enable huge pages utilization.
Huge pages are the memory pages of size 2MB. Use of huge pages allows to
reduce the number of page walks as compared to a standard method of
translation from a virtual address to physical 4kB page.
Show IP address selection for new VS – move this slider to the right to enable IP
address assignment during VS creation.
Number of simultaneous transactions - the number of transaction runners which
the daemon will execute at the same time.
Zombie transaction time - set the duration in minutes for the system to consider a
task as "pending" before it can be relegated to zombie status.
System alert reminder period - the duration in minutes for the system to email
alerts to admin if the failover resources are not enough. The default value is 60.
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Timeout Before Shutting Down Vss (30-600 sec) - specify the VS shutdown period
within the indicated range. This will allow to refuse the shutdown if the Vs is
booting and retry every 30 seconds till it is registered.
Allow VS password encryption – move this slider to the right to enable root
password encryption for virtual servers.
Allow VMware hypervisor password encryption – move this slider to the right to
enable root password encryption for VMware hypervisors.
Use HTML 5 VNC console - move this slider to the right to enable the use of
HTML 5 VNC console. VNP ports from the CP server are not required if the HTML
5 console is enabled.

NOTE: It is only possible to use HTML 5 console if the Control Panel
server is based on CentOS6.

Max network interface port speed - maximum NIC port speed in MB
Delay in seconds between executing background tasks
Sets frequency in seconds for executing the following tasks:

Backup taker
Billing stats updater
Cluster monitor
Hypervisor monitor
Schedule runner
Transaction runner
CDN Sync
CloudBoot

Enable CloudBoot - move this slider to the right to enable/disable the PXE boot
system on the cloud.
Static config target - the IP of NFS server that contains virtual server image
templates.
CP server Cloudboot target - the IP of Control Panel server.
OnApp Storage
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Enable OnApp Storage - move this slider to the right to enable/disable the OnApp
storage on the cloud.
Use Local Read Path - move this slider to the right to minimise the network
throughput dependency for read heavy workloads. When the Use Local Read Path
feature is enabled, reads go over the local software bridge to a local replica of the
data rather than traverse a physical NIC + switch.
Use unicast - switch from multicast to unicast mode. Instead of CP server setting a
multicast 'channel' and restarting all HV control stacks that are added to the zone,
the CP server now maintains the list of unicasthosts. This is the list of IDs of all
hosts in the same zone separated with a comma. CP server updates the
unicasthosts list for all HVs whenever any member is added or deleted from the
set. This parameter is stored in the onappstore.conf file, and the CP server
explicitly copies the /.rw/onappstore.conf to /onappstore/onappstore.conf on all
HVs whenever a change is made.

Please, be aware this is a beta option. We suggest switching to unicast
mode only in case you are not able to use multicast. Also, if at least 1
Virtual Server is running - unicast cannot be turned on.

VMware

VMware cluster name - the name of the VMware cluster.
Statistics Management

Time of instant statistics storage (days) - the number of days the instant statistics
from hypervisor will be stored.
Move the Enable hourly statistics archiving slider to the right to enable statistics
archiving on the hourly basis. If not enabled, the statistics will be archived on the
monthly basis.
Specify the Time of hourly statistics storage (months). This is how long you want
the detailed hourly statistics to be kept in database before being converted into
monthly statistics.
Custom Tools In Recovery Images

URL for custom tools - specify the full URL to the tools file packed with GNU Tar +
Gzip, like http://domain.com/file.tgz. These tools will be copied to a recovery VS
after rebooting in recovery mode. The users will then be able to unpack and use
these tools as they wish to.
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Please note: If the recovery image file is too large, the virtual servers may fail to
start up in the recovery mode. We highly recommend you to test the custom
recovery image on the virtual server with minimum RAM size before using it.
SNMP Trap Settings
Snmptrap addresses - a set of IPv4 addresses separated by coma. These IP
addresses will be used for communication between Control Panel and
hypervisors.
Snmptrap port - port used for snmptrap. This must be greater than 1024.

We recommend that you do not change the default value.
In case you change the port value on your OnApp CP - the
corresponding change of the port VM_STATUS_SNMP_PORT should
be made for all Hypervisors in /etc/onapp.conf file.
3. Click the Save Configuration button to finish.

Backups/Templates Configuration Settings
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, and click the Configuration icon.
2. Click the Backups/Templates tab to manage the following settings:

Please note, that if you change any settings here and save, the Control Panel
server will restart OnApp services
Manage Templates
To enable template update and install, set the following parameters:

Template server URL - fill in the template server address: http://templatesmanager.onapp.com
Delete template source after install - enable this option to delete the downloaded
templates after they were distributed.

Do not enable this option if the location of your templates is shared with
CP box. Otherwise, recently downloaded templates may be removed!
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Paths to
Sets paths for various OnApp files (shown here with default path examples)

Templates - /onapp/templates
Recovery templates - /onapp/tools/recovery
Backups - /onapp/backups
Backup/template server
Backups and templates can be stored on a remote server or a mounted disk. To store
backups & templates remotely, configure the following settings:

Use NBD for backups - move this slider to the right to use NBD for backups. If the
NBD usage is enabled, an additional network interface will be used for backup
servers, in other case simple backup scheme with dedicated backup servers will
be used. Use of network block devices prevents simultaneous snapshot activation
on hypervisor and data store, so that the snapshot is active on one device and
shared via NBD with the other.

Disable NBD backups if using a dedicated backup server is not
recommended. The failback option will mount a VS snapshot directly on
the backup server to take the backup which is against LVM best
practices and could have unexpected consequences.

Allow incremental backups - move this slider to the right to enable incremental
backups. Incremental backups are advanced method of taking backups. During
the incremental backup, only the changes made after the last backup are archived
instead of backing up the whole target. See Virtual Server Backups for details.
Incremental backups are not available for Windows virtual servers, as well as
under VMware and Solid Fire.
If the Allow incremental backups option is enabled, the new provisioning
schema will be used (with unpacked templates). Otherwise, the system will use
the traditional provisioning method.
NOTE: when the incremental backups option is enabled, the ability to create full
backups will be disabled (except for the servers that do not support incremental
backup type). Existing full backups will be still accessible via Backups > Images
menu.
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If you are using incremental backups option, you should either enable
dedicated backup servers in your cloud or share the backups and
templates folders (paths) between your hypervisors.

Use SSH file transfer - move this slider to the right to enable SSH data transfer for
your template/backup server. If this option is not enabled, you will need to mount
the templates/backup server manually. It is not possible to utilize SSH file transfer
option when incremental backups are enabled!

Skip this option if you are using incremental backups.

Server IP - specify the IP address of the backup/template server.
User login - the login used for remote server authentication. A password is not
required, but it is required that you store a host key.
SSH options - the SSH protocol options that set the rules and behavior of how to
log into the remote server. By default, the options are set to omit adding new host
keys to the host file, and skip password authentication. They also specify the path
where the host key is stored. For a detailed list of configuration options, refer to
SSH protocol man pages (under the -o option description. See http://unixhelp.ed.
ac.uk/CGI/man-cgi?ssh+1).
Backup processes

Total number allowed - the maximum number of hypervisor and data store backup
processes allowed at once on the Control Panel.
Total per data store - if this number exceeds the overall total, the overall total limit
will be enforced.
Total per hypervisor - if this number exceeds the overall total, the overall total limit
will be enforced.
Total per backup server - if this number exceeds the overall total, the overall total
limit will be enforced.

For example: if Total number allowed is 10, and Total per data store and
Total per hypervisor are set to 5, then up to 10 backups can be taken at
once – 5 per data store, and 5 per hypervisor.
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Incremental backups

Minimum Disk Size Calculation Coefficient for Template - this parameter is for
incremental backups only. During the backup conversion to template, backup’s size is
multiplied by this coefficient to make sure that template will be slightly bigger than the
actual size for correct performance.
Rsync options
These options are for clouds with enabled incremental backups. Your cloud must have
dedicated backup server configured with one of the following filesystems: ext2, ext3,
ext4, reiserfs or xfs.

Store extended attributes - enable this option to store extended attributes when taking
incremental backups.
Store ACLs - enable this option to store access control lists.
3. Click the Save Configuration button to finish.

Interface Configuration Settings
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, and click the Configuration icon.
2. Click the Interface tab to change the following application settings:

Please note, the system will restart OnApp services automatically after you save
new configuration.
Locales

Locales – select locales which will be available for the users from the drop-down
menu. You may select multiple locales.
IP addreses

IP range limit – set the number of IPs that can be added as a range at the same
time.
AJAX update rates (ms)

VS Status - AJAX pagination update time for virtual servers
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Dashboard/logs/other - AJAX pagination update time for dashboard, logs and
other screens
Pagination

Max items limit – set the maximum amount of items which can be displayed per
page applying Show All button in the list. If the overall number of the items in the
list exceeds the number entered herein, Show All button will not be available in the
list menu.
3. Click the Save Configuration button to finish.

Defaults Configuration Settings
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu, and click the Configuration icon.
2. Click the Defaults tab to change the following application settings:

Please note, the system will restart OnApp services automatically after you save
new configuration.
Enforce password complexity - move this slider to the right to specify the following
password complexity configuration settings:

Minimum length - specify minimum required password length (0-99). The default
value is 12.
Enforce at least one upper and lower case letter - move this slider to the right to
enforce user using both uppercase and lowercase letters in their password.
Enforce at least one letter and number - move this slider to the right to enforce
user using both letters and numbers in their password.
Enforce symbols - move this slider to the right to enforce user using symbols in
their password.
Enforce unique password every time - move this slider to the right to make user
enter unique password each time they change password (the last 12 passwords
are saved in OnApp configuration). This refers to the user account passwords only.
Lockout attempts - the number of unsuccessful login attempts that are allowed
before user's account is locked out.
Expiry (Months) - specify the password expiry period in months.
To save password complexity configuration disable the Enforce Password
Complexity option and enable it again. Then proceed to step 3.
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New Virtual Servers

Default Image Template - choose a particular OS template as the default for VS
creation. A new virtual server will be created using this template, unless otherwise
set in the wizard.
Service Account Name - specify the service account name that will be
automatically created on VMware virtual servers to be able to communicate with
them.
Firewall

Default firewall policy – default settings for a VS's Networking -> Firewall tab
(accept/drop)
Enable KVM anti spoofing - move this slider to the right to run the anti-spoofing
mechanism for IP addresses of the network interfaces attached to KVM-based
virtual servers. To apply the anti-spoofing, it is necessary to restart the Control
Panel and OnApp Daemon.
Allow to start more than one Virtual Server with the same IP - move this slider to
the right to allow to start up virtual servers with one IP address.
SSH Options

SSH port – specify the port used to connect to hypervisors and backup servers.
SSH Keys

SSH-keys – click to manage the administrator SSH keys. The keys will be
automatically assigned to all VSs which will be created in the cloud later.
To assign the keys to existing VSs, go to VS Overview -> Properties menu.
3. Click the Save Configuration button to finish.

5.12.2 Create Data Stores & Data Store Zones (OnApp Storage/Integrated
SAN).
Use this information to set up data stores based on OnApp Storage, our integrated distributed
SAN.
1. Create a new data store zone:
a. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Data Store Zones icon.
b. Click the Create Data Store Zone button.
c. On the screen that follows:

Give your data store zone a name (label).
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Select the location group you wish to assign this data store zone to from the
drop-down list.
d. Click the Save button.
2. Add hypervisors:
a. Create one or more Xen or KVM hypervisors with integrated storage enabled to

group their drives together into a virtual data store.
b. Create a hypervisor zone.
c. Add your hypervisors to the hypervisor zone.
d. Select the hypervisor zone as a storage API endpoint.
3. Once some hypervisors have been added (Xen or KVM) with integrated storage enabled,

you can group their drives together into a virtual data store:
a. Go to your Control Panel’s Integrated Storage menu.
b. On the screen that appears, you’ll see the list of all integrated storage data stores

in the cloud.
c. To create a new data store, click the Create New Integrated Storage Data Store

button.
d. Complete the wizard that follows:

Name - give your data store a name
Advanced - select this check box to expand the list of advanced settings:

Replicas - increasing the number of copies increases resilience to individual
drive failure.
Stripes - increasing the number of stripes increases the number of physical
disks involved in any single virtual disk.
Overcommit - specify the overcommit percentage. You can set the following
overcommit values: none (0%), 20%, 50% or unlimited (100%).
Storage Nodes

Filter by hypervisor - use this to filter the nodes (disks) available for inclusion
in this data store, by specific hypervisors.
Performance - use this to filter the nodes available for inclusion in this data
store by performance.
e. Click the Save button to create the data store.
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When using integrated storage with a dedicated backup server, the
provisioning network is NOT required.

5.12.3 Create Data Stores & Data Store Zones (Traditional/Centralized
SAN).
Setting up data stores based on traditional/centralized storage includes the following steps:
1. Creating a data store zone
2. Creating a data store
3. Configuring the data store on your hypervisor

Create a new data store zone
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Data store zones icon.
2. Click the Add New Data Store Zone button.
3. On the screen that follows:
a. Give your data store zone a name (label).
b. Select the location group you wish to assign this data store zone to from the drop-

down list.
4. Click the Save button.

Create a new data store:
To create a data store:
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
2. Click the Data Stores icon.
3. Click the Create Data Store link at the bottom of the screen.
4. Follow the steps in the creation wizard:

Step 1 of 2
Enter a label for your data store.
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Fill in the IP address field. This is the optional parameter which is informative only.
You may leave it blank.
Select the lvm data store type.
Move the slider to the right to enable a data store. When disabled, OnApp will not
allow new disks to be created automatically on that data store. This is useful to
prevent an established data store from becoming too full. It also lets you prevent
the automatic creation of root disks on 'special' data stores (high speed, etc).
Click Next.

Step 2
Set disk capacity in GB.
If required, you can also bind the data store with a local hypervisor. This is helpful
if you wish that the data store and a hypervisor were located on the same physical
server thus decreasing the time needed for a hypervisor-data store connection.
If required, you can also assign the data store to a data store zone. The dropdown menu lists all data store zones set up in the cloud (to add or edit data store
zones, see the section on Data store zones in the Settings section of this guide)
5. When you've finished configuring the store, click the Create Data Store button.

For details how to create a SolidFire or aVMware data store, see Create SolidFire Data Store
and Create VMware Data Store sections of the Admin guide.

Configure the data store on your hypervisor
The commands below use /dev/sda5 as an example. You can find the volume group identifier
we're using in the second command, from the Data Stores screen in the Control Panel.

Follow these steps for each local storage block on the hypervisor.

bash#> pvcreate --metadatasize=50M /dev/sda5
bash#> vgcreate onapp-ar0akk2wyer3tf /dev/sda5

5.12.4 Create Hypervisors and Hypervisor Zones.
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5.12.4 Create Hypervisors and Hypervisor Zones.
Create new hypervisor zone
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Hypervisor Zones icon.
2. Press "+" or click the Add New Hypervisor Zone button.
3. On the screen that follows:
a. Give your hypervisor zone a name (label).
b. Choose the Server type from the drop-down box:

Choose the virtual server type to create a Xen, KVM, VMware or CloudBoot
zone
Choose the smart server type to create a smart server zone.
Choose the baremetal server type to create a baremetal server zone.
c. Location group - select the location group to which this hypervisor zone will be

assigned.
d. Release Resource Type - this option allows to free up the hypervisor resources

and over-commit RAM, CPU and CPU shares by means of the virtual servers that
are shut down. By default, the hypervisor zone is created with the Memory
Guarantee option enabled. In this case the over-committing cannot be used. To
enable resource releasing, choose either the Ballooning or Only Started VS option.

Memory guarantee - the actual free hypervisor memory is calculated. All
virtual servers residing on the hypervisor will be able to start.
Ballooning (KVM hypervisors only) - free hypervisor memory is calculated
with the ability to use memory over-committing. Note: a virtual server may
be migrated to another hypervisor if there is not enough memory for it to
start up on the hypervisor with the ballooning option enabled.

Do not use the ballooning option if there is at least one edge or
storage server within the hypervisor zone.

Only started VS - only the memory of running virtual servers is calculated.
e. Max VS to start at once - specify the maximum number of virtual servers that can

be started simultaneously on this hypervisor (5 recommended). This option
ensures that virtual servers with VIP status will be booted prior to other servers.
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f. Provisioning type - specify the hypervisor selection algorithm, which will be used

on virtual server provisioning and recovery, per hypervisor zone:

Take HV with maximum free RAM(Round Robin) - set this type to select the
hypervisor with maximum free RAM during the VS recovery. This option
allows to perform faster migration of virtual servers with the lesser number
of iterations during the failover.

Note: this option behaves in different ways, depending on the
event:
On provisioning, the round-robin algorithm will be used on
hypervisor selection.
On recovery, the hypervisor with maximum free RAM will
be selected.

Take HV with minimum required free RAM - with this type the system
selects the hypervisor with minimum required free RAM. This option allows
to fill hypervisor as tightly as possible before starting to use next hypervisor
in the zone .
g. Failover timeout - time period for which the iterations will run during the failover if

the hypervisor does not respond.
h. Use Local Read Path - tick this check box to minimise the network throughput

dependency for read heavy workloads. When the Use Local Read Path option is
enabled, reads go over the local software bridge to a local replica of the data rather
than traverse a physical NIC + switch.
i. Move the Run Sysprep slider to enable Windows virtual server deployment

without running sysprep.

NOTE: It is not possible to set VS password when creating a Windowsbased VMware virtual server without running a sysprep.
j. Specify the Default gateway and VLAN to use custom firewall for VMware virtual

servers within this hypervisor zone:
Default gateway - external gateway IP address. All virtual servers within the
hypervisor zone will be rerouted to this gateway.
VLAN - address of a VLAN, on which the default gateway is located, with
prefix length specified. For example: 10.0.0.1/24.
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NOTE: Make sure that VLAN traffic can be passed across the network.
Refer to the VMware section for details.

Add your new hypervisor to the control panel
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
2. Click the hypervisors icon.
3. Press "+" button or click the Add a New Hypervisor button underneath the list of

hypervisors on the screen.
4. On the screen that appears:

Enter a hypervisor label.
Add an IP address.
Add a backup IP address.
Choose a hypervisor type (Xen, KVM or VMware).
Move the slider to the right to enable a hypervisor. Hypervisors that are not
enabled cannot be used to host VSs.
Move the slider to the right to collect statistics for this hypervisor.
Move the slider to the right to disable failover on this hypervisor (failover is
automatic VS migration to another hypervisor if this one goes down).
5. Click the Save button. The hypervisor will be added to the system.

For details how to create a CloudBoot hypervisor, refer to the Create CloudBoot Hypervisor
section.

Add the hypervisor to your new hypervisor zone
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Hypervisor Zones icon.
2. Click the label of the zone you want to add a hypervisor to.
3. The screen that appears will show you all hypervisors in the cloud, organized into two

lists – those assigned to the zone already, and those that are unassigned.
4. In the unassigned list, find the hypervisor you want to add to the zone, and click the Add

icon next to it.
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We strongly recommend that you avoid adding CloudBoot and static boot hypervisors
to one hypervisor zone.

5.12.5 Create Networks and Network Zones.
Create a new network zone
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Network zones icon.
2. Click the Add New Network zone button.
3. On the screen that follows:

Give your network zone a name (label).
Select the location group you wish to assign this network zone to from the dropdown list.
4. Click the Save button.

Create a new network
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu.
2. Click the Networks icon: the screen that appears shows every network available in your

cloud.
3. Click the Add New Network button at the end of the list.
4. On the screen that follows, give the new network a name (label), a VLAN number, and

assign it to a network zone if required.
5. Click the Add Network button to finish.

The network label is simply your choice of a human-readable name – "public",
"external", "1Gb", "10Gb" etc. The VLAN field only needs to be given a value if you are
tagging the IP addresses you will add to this network with a VLAN ID (IEEE 802.1Q). If
you plan to tag IP addresses in this way, you need to make sure the link to the public
interface on the hypervisors is a trunked network port. If you are not VLAN tagging
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addresses, this field can be left blank and the public port on the hypervisor can be an
access port
Once you have added a network to OnApp you will need to add an IP address range
to the new network.

Add that network to your new network zone
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Network Zones icon.
2. Click the label of the zone you want to add a network to.
3. The screen that appears will show you all networks in the cloud, organized into two lists –

those assigned to the zone already, and those that are unassigned.
4. In the unassigned list, find the network you want to add to the zone, and click the Add

icon next to it.

Add a range of IP addresses to the new network
1. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu.
2. Click the Networks icon: the screen that appears shows every network available in your

cloud.
3. Click the name (label) of the network you want to add addresses to. On the screen that

follows you'll see a list of all IP addresses currently assigned to this network.
4. Click the Add New IP Address button at the bottom of the screen, and complete the

form that appears:
a. IP Address – add a range of addresses. For example: '192.168.0.2-254' or

'192.168.0.2-192.168.0.254' (IPv4) '2001:db8:8:800:200C:417A-427A' (IPv6).
b. Netmask – for example: '255.255.255.0' (IPv4) or '24' (IPv6).
c. Gateway – enter a single IP to specify a gateway. If you leave this blank the

address will be added without a gateway.
d. Don't use as primary during VS build – If you tick this box, the IP addresses you

add will never be assigned as primary IPs. Primary IPs are only allocated to VSs
when the VS is built, so with this box ticked, the address range will never be
assigned to a newly built VS.
5. Click the Add New IP Address button to finish.

You can add up to 1,000 IP addresses at once. To add more than 1,000 addresses,
repeat the procedure again.
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5.12.6 Join Networks and Data Stores to Hypervisors.
1. Join data stores to hypervisors:
a. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Hypervisors icon.
b. Click the label of the hypervisor you want to manage data stores for.
c. Then, click the Manage Data Stores link in the Actions section.
d. On the screen that follows, you'll see a list of all data stores currently associated

with this hypervisor:
To add a data store join, choose a data store from the drop-down menu and
click the Add Data Store button.
To remove a data store join, click the Delete icon next to it. You'll be asked
for confirmation before the store is removed.
2. Join networks to hypervisors:
a. Go to your Control Panel's Settings menu and click the Hypervisors icon.
b. Click the label of the hypervisor you want to manage networks for.
c. On the screen that appears, click the Manage Networks link in the Actions

section.
d. On the screen that follows, you'll see a list of all networks currently associated with

this hypervisor:
To add a new network join, choose a network from the drop-down menu,
enter its interface name (eth0, eth1) and click the Add Network button.
To remove a network join, click the Delete icon next to it. You'll be asked for
confirmation before the network is removed.

When joining the network to a hypervisor, you must specify the relevant NIC: this
should be a dedicated NIC with a blank config that is patched to route the network in
question.
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6 OnApp Cloud v3.2.2 to v3.3
Upgrade Guide
This guide explains how to upgrade OnApp Cloud v3.2.2 to the latest version of OnApp Cloud
v3.3.
Depending on the cloud configuration, follow one of the procedures listed below in the correct
order to upgrade your 3.2.2 cloud.

Please follow the complete procedure of the upgrade process.
All packages (Control Panel, CloudBoot, Hypervisors) must belong to the same major
version to ensure the best performance of your cloud.

6.1 All servers are CloudBooted
except Control Panel server:
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages
3. Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers
4. Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors
5. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)

6.2 Mixed CloudBooted servers and
Static servers
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade static hypervisors
3. Upgrade static backup servers
4. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages
5. Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers
6. Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors
7. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)
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6.3 All servers are static:
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade static hypervisors
3. Upgrade static backup servers
4. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)

PLEASE READ THE INTRODUCTION AND IMPORTANT NOTES CHAPTER
BEFORE YOU BEGIN!

6.4 Introduction and Important Notes
6.4.1 Before you begin
1. Check the Activity Log in your OnApp CP dashboard if there are no transactions running

in your cloud. If so, wait until all transactions are complete.
2. Please close all Rails console connections during the upgrade! Make sure no Control

Panel files are open for editing under the root user account.
3. To prevent possible problems, run the following command from the CP server to stop the

OnApp service:

service onapp stop
4. To prevent accidental failover triggering, it is recommended to disable failover for each

hypervisor in the cloud. You can do this by editing the on_app.yml file or manually in the
Control Panel for each hypervisor zone (Go to Settings > Hypervisor Zones menu. Tick
the Disable Failover option.) If required, enable the failover after the upgrade.

6.4.2 Miscellaneous
To upgrade your 3.2.2 cloud, please follow the upgrade process in the correct order.
To avoid VNC console issues, make sure that ServerName Apache settings match the
SSL certificate.
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If you are using a third-party billing platform, please ensure that this is compatible with
OnApp 3.3 before proceeding with the upgrade! The latest WHMCS modules can be
found here.
If you are using WHMCS modules, make sure to update the PHP Wrapper after you
update OnApp Cloud. Download the latest wrapper.
A new independent permission build/rebuild virtual server was added, which manages
the build/rebuild functionality independently from update virtual server permission.

This permission must be enabled manually after the upgrade to OnApp 3.3
version for the users to build/rebuild virtual servers.

6.4.3 Upgrade to the 3.3 from older versions
You can update to OnApp Cloud 3.3 from the 3.2.2 version only. To upgrade to the v 3.3
version from the older versions, you need to upgrade to the 3.2.2 version first.

6.4.4 Getting support for your upgrade
You can use the information in this document to perform your own upgrade to the 3.3 version of
the OnApp Cloud. However, if you have a full (paid) OnApp Cloud license, you are entitled to
free upgrade support from the OnApp Support team.
If you would prefer to have the Support team perform the upgrade for you, just raise a ticket in
the normal way. Please be aware, however, that there may be a queue!
For help with your upgrade, visit the OnApp community forum: http://forum.onapp.com.

6.5 Upgrade Static Hypervisors
Skip this section if you are using a Cloud Boot method.
Follow the instructions below to upgrade your static hypervisors.
1. Make sure your hypervisor is visible and online in the Control Panel.
2. Download the OnApp repository:
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bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm

3. Update YUM repository configuration file for CentOS 6.x with Xen 4.x packages: Skip the

step if the hypervisor isn't CentOS 6.x with Xen4:

# yum --disablerepo=Xen4CentOS update centos-xen-repo
4. Install the OnApp hypervisor installer package:

bash#> yum update onapp-hv-install
5. Update the OS components of the static Hypervisor:

For XEN Hypeervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh -y
For KVM Hypervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh -y

6. Edit custom hypervisor configuration:

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.

#vi /onapp/onapp-hv.conf
The full list of OnApp hypervisor custom values:
OnApp HV tools custom version

HV_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version
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API_VERSION=""
Default server to sync time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
Xen HV (Domain-0) related configuration

XEN_DOM0_MEM_MIN=409600
XEN_DOM0_MEM_DEVISOR=48
XEN_DOM0_MAX_VCPUS=""
XEN_DOM0_VCPUS_PIN_ENABLE=0
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_WEIGHT=65535
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_CAP=200
4.2.x and higher versions only:
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_RATELIMIT_US=100
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_TIMESLICE_MS=5
Number of loopback devices created

LOOPBACKS=128
The maximum size of the connection tracking table.

The value can't be greater than 65536 if the total memory of Xen
Domain-0 or KVM is less than 1Gb.
The value could be doubled (or even more, depends on memory
amount).

NET_IPV4_NETFILTER_IP_CONTRACK_MAX=""
The divisor to calculate the hash table. Recommended value is 8.

hashsize = nf_conntrack_max / 8
CONTRACK_TO_HASHSIZE=8
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Outdated Xen HVs' (Domain-0) configuration parameters

XEN_DOM0_MEM_OVERHEAD_MIN=262144
P_TO_VCPUS=4

7. Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script:

There are new options added to the Xen and KVM HV installers (onapp-hv-xeninstall.shand onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh):

-v to to specify custom Hypervisor Tools version
-p to specify custom StorageAePI version
The full list of installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh [-c
CONFIG_FILE] [-a] [-y] [-t] [-s] [-v HV_VERSION] [-p
API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is

used.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-v HV_VERSION

custom Hypervisor Tools version

-p API_VERSION custom StorageAPI version

-y

update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

initiate Recovery templates and ISO(s), which are used to provision
FreeBSD guests, download
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The download is initiated if '-a' option is used

-s

skip packages management: install, remove, upgrade

-h

print this info

Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for Xen hypervisors:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh
Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for KVM hypervisors:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh
If the "Reboot required for the changes to take affect" message appears on this stage,
you may wish to reboot your Hypervisor to take advantage of a new kernel, but it is not
required to reboot the Hypervisor immediately as a part of the upgrade process.
8. It is required to restart libvirt service for KVM hypervisors:

/etc/init.d/libvirtd restart

6.6 Upgrade Static Backup Servers
Skip this section if you are using a Cloud Boot method.

1. Download the OnApp repository:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
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2. Install the OnApp Backup Server installer package:

bash#> yum update onapp-bk-install
3. Update OS components of the Backup Server:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh -y
4. Check and set Backup Server default settings:

Edit Backup Server default settings by editing the /onapp/onapp-bk.conf file:
OnApp BK tools custom version

BK_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version

API_VERSION=""
Default server to synch time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
The number of retries for WGET to download the file

WGET_TRIES=5
OnApp templates directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

TEMPLATES_DIR='/onapp/templates'
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OnApp backups directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

BACKUPSS_DIR='/onapp/backups'

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-bk.conf

5. Run the installer:

bash#> sh /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh
The full list installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-a] [-y] [-t] [-v BK_VERSION] [-p API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is
used.

-a

Do NOT be interactive. Processe with automatic installation.

-v BK_VERSION

Custom Backup Tools version

-p API_VERSION

Custom StorageAPI version

-y

Update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.
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Initiate Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates download.

-t

The download is initiated if '-a' option is used.
Print this info

-h

1. It is recommended to download Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates
while running the installer. You may rerun the installer later with the -t option.
2. FQDN or IP Address for Control Panel and Backup Servers are required for
the new statistics receiver to work.

6.7 Upgrade CloudBoot Packages
To upgrade the OnApp Storage packages:
1. Upgrade the repo:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
2. Upgrade the packages:

bash#> yum update onapp-store-install
This command will install the latest version. To install the previous version, run the
following:

# yum update-to onapp-store-install-<VERSION>
Where replace the VERSION with the required OnApp version, for example:

# yum update-to onapp-store-install-3.3.2-6
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It is strongly recommended not to upgrade your XEN hypervisors to version
3.3.2-8. Upgrade to this version if you are running KVM hypervisors.
3. Run the script:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-store-install/onapp-store-install.sh

When run in the interactive mode, enter the required information.

6.8 Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers
CloudBoot backup servers are CloudBooted KVM hypervisors that can be be used as backup
servers. The CloudBoot backup server upgrade procedure is almost the same as the
CloudBoot hypervisor upgrade. Follow the instructions provided in this section to upgrade
CloudBoot backup servers in your cloud.

Important
Make sure to update CloudBoot packages before proceeding to the upgrade of
CloudBoot backup servers.
Once you have upgraded the CloudBoot dependencies, you have to reboot your Cloud Boot
hypervisor to update the Cloud Boot RPM. You do not need to perform any backup server
upgrade operations using console.
To do so:
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
2. Click the Hypervisors icon.
3. Click the label of the CloudBoot hypervisor the backup server is based on.
4. On the hypervisor details screen, click the Actions button, then click Reboot Hypervisor.
5. A new screen will open asking for confirmation before reboot:

Are you sure you want to reboot this hypervisor? Confirm that you want the
hypervisor to reboot.
6. When you're certain you want to proceed with the reboot, click the Reboot button.
7. Repeat these steps for all CloudBoot backup servers in your cloud.
8.
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8. Once all are rebooted, proceed to the Control Panel server upgrade.

6.9 Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors
Depending on the infrastructure, scale and needs of your cloud we suggest the following
methods of upgrading CloudBoot Hypervisors:
Simple
Reboot

This method would be the simplest in technical aspect and most comprehensive in
terms of update. However, it may result in some downtime, depending on the
number of virtual servers running on each hypervisor.

Migrate
and
reboot

Migrate all virtual servers to another hypervisor and conduct overall upgrade of
your CloudBoot and Integrated Storage. Virtual servers that do not support hot
migrate will have to be stopped.

This will upgrade Integrated Storage components but will not upgrade CloudBoot
Live
Upgrade image. Still, this method guarantees you no downtime.

6.9.1 Simple Reboot.
Follow the below procedure to upgrade the CloudBoot hypervisors with reboot:
1. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages.2. When the CloudBoot packages upgrade is complete, stop
all virtual servers which reside on the CloudBoot hypervisors.

Please, be aware that virtual servers must be stopped one after another and cannot
be stopped simultaneously. This may result in considerable downtime providing the
large number of virtual servers.
3. Reboot all CloudBoot hypervisors.
Once the hypervisors are booted, the upgrade is complete. Before starting all Virtual Servers
please ensure that the diagnostics page does not report any issue. In case of any issue, please
press repair button to resolve it, then continue with starting Virtual Servers.

6.9.2 Migrate and reboot.
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6.9.2 Migrate and reboot.
Once you have upgraded the CloudBoot packages , you have to reboot your CloudBoot
hypervisors to update them.
To do so:
1. Run the following commands from the Control Panel server terminal for each hypervisor:

liveUpdate updateToolstack <HV IP Addr>
The synchronization will take approximately three minutes for each hypervisor.

2. Refreshes the code on the storage controllers

OnApp 3.2.2-1 Storage or higher is required

liveUpdate refreshControllers <HV IP Addr>

After each controller refresh check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
It might take up to three minutes for the database to synchronise completely
after each refresh. If there are any issues seen after this period please rectify
them before continuing with the next controller refresh
At this point the storage tool-stack should be upgraded on the hypervisors as well as all
the storage controllers.
3. Migrate all the virtual servers from the CloudBoot hypervisor to another hypervisor.

Follow the instructions described in the Migrate Virtual Server section of the Admin guide
to migrate virtual servers.
4. After that, go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
5. Click the Appliances icon.
6. Click the label of the CloudBoot hypervisor you have migrated all VSs from.
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7. On the hypervisor details screen, click the Actions button, then click Reboot Hypervisor.

PLEASE NOTE: Rebooting a hypervisor assigned to a data store with a single
replica (single-replica HV) or degraded virtual disks may result in data loss.
8. A new screen will open asking for confirmation (via two check boxes) before reboot:

Stop all virtual servers that cannot be migrated to another hypervisor?
Check this box if you want VSs that cannot be migrated to be powered off. When a
hypervisor is scheduled for a reboot, OnApp will first attempt to hot migrate all VSs
it hosts. If hot migration is not possible for a VS, OnApp will attempt to cold
migrate that VS. With this box checked, if cold migration fails, the VS will be
stopped so the reboot may proceed. If you don't check this box, OnApp will
attempt to hot and then cold migrate all VSs hosted by the hypervisor being
rebooted – but will stop the migration process if any VS cannot be migrated.
Are you sure you want to reboot this hypervisor? A simple confirmation to
confirm that you want the hypervisor to reboot.
9. When you're certain you want to proceed with the reboot, click the Reboot button.
10. On the hypervisor is booted, repair the disk that were degraded during the reboot.
11. Repeat these steps for all CloudBoot hypervisors in your cloud.
12. Once all CloudBoot HVs are rebooted, proceed to the Control Panel server upgrade .

6.9.3 Live Upgrade.
Please, consult OnApp IS Upgrade Paths to learn the minimum Integrated Storage
version required for the current update to be performed in LiveUpgrade mode.

Live Upgrade with passthrough is currently unsupported. Passthrough to
storage means that network interface will be added to the Storage Controller
Server without the bond and the Storage Controller Server will have the
complete control over this interface.
Power off all Windows virtual machines and virtual backup servers before
starting the live upgrade.
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If your current Storage package is 3.3.0-22 or higher, Windows virtual
servers can remain running.
During the CloudBoot hypervisor live upgrade, only the control stack for
managing integrated storage is upgraded. Other changes come into effect after
the HV is next rebooted. Due to this, hot migration may fail between hypervisor
which is already rebooted and the one that hasn't.
Do not make any changes to the cloud during the upgrade process!
Any offline Cloudboot HVs should be removed from the CP server before
running live upgrade as the scripts expect to be able to speak to all HVs during
these steps.

1. Make sure no disks are out of sync. To do so, check the Diagnostics page in CP at

Dashbord > Integrated Storage > HV zone label > Diagnostics. Alternatively, log into
a hypervisor and run the command below:

bash#> cd /usr/pythoncontroller/ bash#> ./getdegradedvdisks
2. Repair all the degraded disks before proceeding to the upgrade process. To do so, log in

to your CP and go to Integrated Storage > hypervisor zone label > Diagnostics page.
Alternatively, run the following command:

bash#> ./repairvdisks
3. Run the following command from the CP server to stop the OnApp service:

service onapp stop
4. Stop the Apache server:

service httpd stop
5. Make sure to Upgrade CloudBoot Packages before proceeding to the following steps.
6. Run the following command from the Control Panel server terminal to display the list of

hypervisors with their IP addresses:
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liveUpdate listHVs
This command will also show whether hypervisors are eligible for live upgrade.

If the command liveUpdate is not available then it may be located in the sbin
directory instead (cd /usr/local/sbin).
7. Run the following commands from the Control Panel server terminal for each hypervisor:

liveUpdate updateToolstack <HV IP Addr>
The synchronization will take approximately three minutes for each hypervisor.
8. Refresh the code on the storage controllers:

liveUpdate refreshControllers <HV IP Addr>

OnApp 3.2.2-1 Storage or higher is required

After each controller refresh check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
It might take up to three minutes for the database to synchronise completely
after each refresh. If there are any issues seen after this period please rectify
them before continuing with the next controller refresh
At this point the storage tool-stack should be upgraded on the hypervisors as well as all
the storage controllers.

9. Proceed with the below instruction if no Windows virtual servers are deployed in

your cloud. If there are, please skip to step 10
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Restart the storage controllers. This command can be performed later at a more
suitable time. Note that operating without controllers restart will impose some limitations
described below.
Run the following command for each hypervisor in turn to restart ALL controllers on that
hypervisor:

liveUpdate restartControllers <HV IP Addr>

If you need to update a SINGLE controller:

liveUpdate restartControllers <HV IP Addr> force
<timeout_in_secs> <Controller ID>

Where:
force - will force restart regardless of installed package versions
Controller ID - is the controller's ID acquired with the diskhotplug list command

Operating in LiveUpdated mode (e.g. you updated the tool stacks but have not
performed the controller restart) you cannot use disk hot plug.
If a CP controller restart for HVs or a disk hot plug restart from HV is performed
(for all cloud booted HVs) then in the future the Cloudboot HVs will only require
tool stack upgrades. This mode shall be called LiveUpdated & Restarted. You
can continue in the LiveUpdated mode (LiveUpdated & No restart) without
performing a controller restart but with the limitations above (no disk hot plug).

After each controller restart check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
If there are any issues seen please rectify them before continuing with the next
controller restart

10.
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10. For each HV in turn access through SSH to the HV and run the following command:

diskhotplug list | grep Controller
This will display the current active controllers on that HV. For each controller ID listed run
the following command:

diskhotplug restartController <Controller ID>

Before performing the same procedure on the next hypervisor - you must repair
all vdisks.

11. Make sure that the package versions are upgraded by running the following command on

each HV:

cat /onappstore/package-version.txt | grep Source
12. Check that there are no errors in the Diagnostics (OnApp CP Dashbord > Integrated

Storage > HV zone label > Diagnostics) page, alternatively run the following command
from the backup server:

for i in `onappstore nodes | grep "IP addr" | grep -v 254 |
awk '{print $3}' | sort | uniq`; do echo -n "$i -> "; ssh $i
uptime; done getdegradednodes
13. Start the Apache server:

service httpd start
14. Start the OnApp service:

service onapp start
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Please contact support if hypervisors are displayed as offline or report I/O errors
during the upgrade.

6.10 Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)
CP installer for Installation and Upgrade contains a new -D option enabling to
avoid OnApp database dumping during the install/upgrade.
To increase the cloud performance we recommend setting
RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter in custom configurations to 16 millions.
For more information on RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter, refer to Ruby’
s GC Configuration and Garbage Collection articles.
Make sure to set up Snmptrap addresses during the upgrade to 3.3 version in
/onapp/onapp-cp.conf file. You can also set those at your Control Panel >
Settings > Configuration > System tab. For more info on SNMPtrap IPs, refer
to Administration Guide.

If you did not set the SNMPTRAP IP addresses, the Daemon would
not start.

Installer output is redirected to ./onapp-cp-install.log
All installer critical errors are in /var/log/messages
To upgrade your Control Panel server:
1. Run the following command from the CP server to stop the OnApp service:

service onapp stop
2. Download and install the latest OnApp YUM repository file:
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bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
3. Upgrade OnApp Control Panel installer package:

bash#> yum update onapp-cp-install

4. Update your server OS components (if required):

bash# /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh -y

You may wish to reboot your Control Panel server to take advantage of a new
kernel if it is installed. It is not required immediately as a part of the upgrade
process though.
5. Custom Control Panel configuration

Edit the /onapp/onapp-cp.conf file to set Control Panel custom values
List of Management network IP(s) from the CP server separated with coma for
SNMP to trap

SNMP_TRAP_IPS=""
OnApp Control Panel custom version

ONAPP_VERSION=""
OnApp MySQL/MariaDB connection data (database.yml)

ONAPP_CONN_WAIT_TIMEOUT=15
ONAPP_CONN_POOL=30
ONAPP_CONN_RECONNECT='true'
ONAPP_CONN_ENCODING='utf8'
ONAPP_CONN_SOCKET='/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock'
MySQL/MariaDB server configuration data (in case of local server)
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MYSQL_WAIT_TIMEOUT=604800
MYSQL_MAX_CONNECTIONS=500
MYSQL_PORT=3306
Use MariaDB instead of MySQL as OnApp database server

WITH_MARIADB=0
Configure the database server relative amount of available RAM

Set TUNE_DB_SERVER value to 1 to enable the automatic configuration of
Data Base in relation to the RAM available for your Control Panel.
Please be advised, this option will remove your existing DB configuration!

TUNE_DB_SERVER=0
The number of C data structures that can be allocated before triggering the
garbage collector. The default ruby value is 8 million. The recommended value is
presented below. For more information on RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter, refer
to Ruby’s GC Configuration and Garbage Collection articles.

RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT=16000000
The value of sysctl.conf net.core.somaxconn

NET_CORE_SOMAXCONN=2048
Root of OnApp database dump directory (on the Control Panel box)

ONAPP_DB_DUMP_ROOT=""
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bash# vi /onapp/onapp-cp.conf

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.
6. Run Control Panel installer:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh -i
SNMP_TRAP_IPS -v ONAPP_VERSION
In this step you should select one of 3.3.0 OnApp Control Panel versions for upgrade.
You cannot perform the update from 3.2.2 to 3.3.1. See below for other installer options
details.
Full Control Panel installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-m MYSQL_HOST -p MYSQL_PASSWD -d MYSQL_DB -u MYSQL_USER] [-v
ONAPP_VERSION] [-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS] [-a] [-y] [-h]
Where:
MYSQL_*

Options are usefull if MySQL is already installed and
configured.

-m MYSQL_HOST

MySQL host

-p MYSQL_PASSWD

MySQL password

-d MYSQL_DB

OnApp MySQL database name

-u MYSQL_USER

MySQL user

ADMIN_*

Options are used to configure OnApp Control Panel
administrator data.
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Please note, that these options are for NEW INSTALL only and
not for upgrade

-U ADMIN_LOGIN

CP administrator login

-P ADMIN_PASSWD

CP administrator password

-F ADMIN_FIRSTNAME CP administrator first name

-L ADMIN_LASTNAME

CP administrator last name

-E ADMIN_EMAIL

CP administrator e-mail

-v ONAPP_VERSION

Install custom OnApp CP version

-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS

Management network IP(s) from the CP server separated with
coma for SNMP to trap

-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one
is used.

-y

update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box
with 'yum update'.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-D

do not make database dump, and make sure it is disabled in
the cron and not running at the moment

-h

print this info

7. In the OnApp UI navigate to Settings > Configuration and click Save to complete the

process.
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7 OnApp Cloud v3.3.0 to v3.3.
x Upgrade Guide.
You must be running OnApp 3.3.0 to upgrade to 3.3.x. If you are using an earlier
version, please upgrade to 3.3.0 first.
This guide explains how to upgrade OnApp Cloud v3.3.0 to the v3.3.x. Depending on the cloud
configuration, follow one of the procedures listed below in the correct order to upgrade your
cloud.

Please follow the complete procedure of the upgrade process.
All packages (Control Panel, CloudBoot, Hypervisors) must belong to the same major
version to ensure the best performance of your cloud.

7.1 All servers are CloudBooted
except Control Panel server:
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages
3. Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers
4. Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors
5. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)

7.2 Mixed CloudBooted servers and
Static servers
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade static hypervisors
3. Upgrade static backup servers
4. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages
5. Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers
6.
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6. Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors
7. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)

7.3 All servers are static:
1. Read the Introduction and Important Notes section
2. Upgrade static hypervisors
3. Upgrade static backup servers
4. Upgrade Control Panel Server(s)

PLEASE READ THE INTRODUCTION AND IMPORTANT NOTES CHAPTER
BEFORE YOU BEGIN!

7.4 Introduction and Important Notes.
7.4.1 Before you begin
1. Check the Activity Log in your OnApp CP dashboard if there are no transactions running

in your cloud. If so, wait until all transactions are complete.
2. Please close all Rails console connections during the upgrade! Make sure no Control

Panel files are open for editing under the root user account.
3. To prevent possible problems, run the following command from the CP server to stop the

OnApp service:

service onapp stop
4. To prevent accidental failover triggering, it is recommended to disable failover for each

hypervisor. You can do this by editing the on_app.yml file or manually in the Control
Panel for each hypervisor zone (Go to Settings > Hypervisor Zones menu. Tick the
Disable Failover option.) If required, enable the failover after the upgrade.
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7.4.2 Miscellaneous
To upgrade your 3.3.0 cloud, please follow the upgrade process in the correct order.
To avoid VNC console issues, make sure that ServerName Apache settings match the
SSL certificate.
If you are using a third-party billing platform, please ensure that this is compatible with
OnApp 3.3 before proceeding with the upgrade! The latest WHMCS modules can be
found here.
If you are using WHMCS modules, make sure to update the PHP Wrapper after you
update OnApp Cloud. Download the latest wrapper.

7.4.3 Upgrade to the 3.3.x from older versions
You can update to OnApp Cloud 3.3.1 from the 3.3.0 version only. To upgrade to the v 3.3.x
version from the older versions, you need to upgrade to the 3.3.0 version first.

7.4.4 Getting support for your upgrade
You can use the information in this document to perform your own upgrade to the 3.3.x version
of the OnApp Cloud. However, if you have a full (paid) OnApp Cloud license, you are entitled to
free upgrade support from the OnApp Support team.
If you would prefer to have the Support team perform the upgrade for you, just raise a ticket in
the normal way. Please be aware, however, that there may be a queue!
For help with your upgrade, visit the OnApp community forum: http://forum.onapp.com.

7.5 Upgrade Static Hypervisors.
Skip this section if you are using a Cloud Boot method.
Follow the instructions below to upgrade your static hypervisors.
1. Make sure your hypervisor is visible and online in the Control Panel.
2. Download the OnApp repository:
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bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
3. Update YUM repository configuration file for CentOS 6.x with Xen 4.x packages: Skip the

step if the hypervisor isn't CentOS 6.x with Xen4:

# yum --disablerepo=Xen4CentOS update centos-xen-repo
4. Install the OnApp hypervisor installer package:

bash#> yum update onapp-hv-install
5. Update the OS components of the static Hypervisor:

For XEN Hypervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh -y
For KVM Hypervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh -y

6. Edit custom hypervisor configuration:

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.

#vi /onapp/onapp-hv.conf
The full list of OnApp hypervisor custom values:
OnApp HV tools custom version

HV_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version
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API_VERSION=""
Default server to sync time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
Xen HV (Domain-0) related configuration

XEN_DOM0_MEM_MIN=409600
XEN_DOM0_MEM_DEVISOR=48
XEN_DOM0_MAX_VCPUS=""
XEN_DOM0_VCPUS_PIN_ENABLE=0
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_WEIGHT=65535
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_CAP=200
4.2.x and higher versions only:
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_RATELIMIT_US=100
XEN_DOM0_SCHEDULER_TIMESLICE_MS=5
Number of loopback devices created

LOOPBACKS=128
The maximum size of the connection tracking table.

The value can't be greater than 65536 if the total memory of Xen
Domain-0 or KVM is less than 1Gb.
The value could be doubled (or even more, depends on memory
amount).

NET_IPV4_NETFILTER_IP_CONTRACK_MAX=""
The divisor to calculate the hash table. Recommended value is 8.

hashsize = nf_conntrack_max / 8
CONTRACK_TO_HASHSIZE=8
Outdated Xen HVs' (Domain-0) configuration parameters
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XEN_DOM0_MEM_OVERHEAD_MIN=262144
P_TO_VCPUS=4

7. Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script:

There are new options added to the Xen and KVM HV installers (onapp-hv-xeninstall.shand onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh):

-v to specify custom Hypervisor Tools version
-p to specify custom StorageAPI version
The full list of installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh [-c
CONFIG_FILE] [-a] [-y] [-t] [-s] [-v HV_VERSION] [-p
API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is

used.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-v HV_VERSION

custom Hypervisor Tools version

-p API_VERSION custom StorageAPI version

-y

update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

initiate Recovery templates and ISO(s), which are used to provision
FreeBSD guests, download
The download is initiated if '-a' option is used
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-s

skip packages management: install, remove, upgrade

-h

print this info

Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for Xen hypervisors:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh
Run the OnApp hypervisor installer script for KVM hypervisors:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh
If the "Reboot required for the changes to take affect" message appears on this stage,
you may wish to reboot your Hypervisor to take advantage of a new kernel, but it is not
required to reboot the Hypervisor immediately as a part of the upgrade process.
8. It is required to restart libvirt service for KVM hypervisors:

/etc/init.d/libvirtd restart

7.6 Upgrade Static Backup Servers.
Skip this section if you are using a Cloud Boot method.

1. Download the OnApp repository:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
2. Install the OnApp Backup Server installer package:
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2.

bash#> yum update onapp-bk-install
3. Update OS components of the Backup Server:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh -y
4. Check and set Backup Server default settings:

Edit Backup Server default settings by editing the /onapp/onapp-bk.conf file:
OnApp BK tools custom version

BK_VERSION=""
OnApp StorageAPI custom version

API_VERSION=""
Default server to synch time on the HV

NTP_TIME_SERVER='pool.ntp.org'
The number of retries for WGET to download the file

WGET_TRIES=5
OnApp templates directory.

Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

TEMPLATES_DIR='/onapp/templates'
OnApp backups directory.
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Please refer to the corresponding settings at OnApp Control Panel web
interface

BACKUPSS_DIR='/onapp/backups'

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-bk.conf

5. Run the installer:

bash#> sh /onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh
The full list installer options:
Usage:

/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-a] [-y] [-t] [-v BK_VERSION] [-p API_VERSION] [-h]
Where:
-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one is
used.

-a

Do NOT be interactive. Processe with automatic installation.

-v BK_VERSION

Custom Backup Tools version

-p API_VERSION

Custom StorageAPI version

-y

Update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box with
'yum update'.

-t

Initiate Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates download.
The download is initiated if '-a' option is used.
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Print this info

-h

1. It is recommended to download Base, Load Balancer and CDN templates
while running the installer. You may rerun the installer later with the -t option.
2. FQDN or IP Address for Control Panel and Backup Servers are required for
the new statistics receiver to work.

7.7 Upgrade CloudBoot Packages.
To upgrade the OnApp Storage packages:
1. Upgrade the repo:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
2. Upgrade the packages:

bash#> yum update onapp-store-install
3. Run the script:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-store-install/onapp-store-install.sh

When run in the interactive mode, enter the required information.
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7.8 Upgrade CloudBoot Backup Servers.
CloudBoot backup servers are CloudBooted KVM hypervisors that can be be used as backup
servers. The CloudBoot backup server upgrade procedure is almost the same as the
CloudBoot hypervisor upgrade. Follow the instructions provided in this section to upgrade
CloudBoot backup servers in your cloud.

Important
Make sure to update CloudBoot packages before proceeding to the upgrade of
CloudBoot backup servers.
Once you have upgraded the CloudBoot dependencies, you have to reboot your Cloud Boot
hypervisor to update the Cloud Boot RPM. You do not need to perform any backup server
upgrade operations using console.
To do so:
1. Go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
2. Click the Hypervisors icon.
3. Click the label of the CloudBoot hypervisor the backup server is based on.
4. On the hypervisor details screen, click the Actions button, then click Reboot Hypervisor.
5. A new screen will open asking for confirmation before reboot:

Are you sure you want to reboot this hypervisor? Confirm that you want the
hypervisor to reboot.
6. When you're certain you want to proceed with the reboot, click the Reboot button.
7. Repeat these steps for all CloudBoot backup servers in your cloud.
8. Once all are rebooted, proceed to the Control Panel server upgrade.

7.9 Upgrade CloudBoot Hypervisors.
Depending on the infrastructure, scale and needs of your cloud we suggest the following
methods of upgrading CloudBoot Hypervisors:
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Simple
Reboot

This method would be the simplest in technical aspect and most comprehensive in
terms of update. However, it may result in some downtime, depending on the
number of virtual servers running on each hypervisor.

Migrate
and
reboot

Migrate all virtual servers to another hypervisor and conduct overall upgrade of
your CloudBoot and Integrated Storage. Virtual servers that do not support hot
migrate will have to be stopped.

This will upgrade Integrated Storage components but will not upgrade CloudBoot
Live
Upgrade image. Still, this method guarantees you no downtime.

7.9.1 Simple Reboot
Follow the below procedure to upgrade the CloudBoot hypervisors with reboot:
1. Upgrade CloudBoot Packages.2. When the CloudBoot packages upgrade is complete, stop
all virtual servers which reside on the CloudBoot hypervisors.

Please, be aware that virtual servers must be stopped one after another and cannot
be stopped simultaneously. This may result in considerable downtime providing the
large number of virtual servers.
3. Reboot all CloudBoot hypervisors.
Once the hypervisors are booted, the upgrade is complete. Before starting all Virtual Servers
please ensure that the diagnostics page does not report any issue. In case of any issue, please
press repair button to resolve it, then continue with starting Virtual Servers.

7.9.2 Migrate and reboot
Once you have upgraded the CloudBoot packages , you have to reboot your CloudBoot
hypervisors to update them.
To do so:
1. Run the following commands from the Control Panel server terminal for each hypervisor:

liveUpdate updateToolstack <HV IP Addr>
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The synchronization will take approximately three minutes for each hypervisor.

2. Refreshes the code on the storage controllers

OnApp 3.2.2-1 Storage or higher is required

liveUpdate refreshControllers <HV IP Addr>

After each controller refresh check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
It might take up to three minutes for the database to synchronise completely
after each refresh. If there are any issues seen after this period please rectify
them before continuing with the next controller refresh
At this point the storage tool-stack should be upgraded on the hypervisors as well as all
the storage controllers.
3. Migrate all the virtual servers from the CloudBoot hypervisor to another hypervisor.

Follow the instructions described in the Migrate Virtual Server section of the Admin guide
to migrate virtual servers.
4. After that, go to your Control Panel Settings menu.
5. Click the Appliances icon.
6. Click the label of the CloudBoot hypervisor you have migrated all VSs from.
7. On the hypervisor details screen, click the Actions button, then click Reboot Hypervisor.

PLEASE NOTE: Rebooting a hypervisor assigned to a data store with a single
replica (single-replica HV) or degraded virtual disks may result in data loss.
8. A new screen will open asking for confirmation (via two check boxes) before reboot:
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Stop all virtual servers that cannot be migrated to another hypervisor?
Check this box if you want VSs that cannot be migrated to be powered off. When a
hypervisor is scheduled for a reboot, OnApp will first attempt to hot migrate all VSs
it hosts. If hot migration is not possible for a VS, OnApp will attempt to cold
migrate that VS. With this box checked, if cold migration fails, the VS will be
stopped so the reboot may proceed. If you don't check this box, OnApp will
attempt to hot and then cold migrate all VSs hosted by the hypervisor being
rebooted – but will stop the migration process if any VS cannot be migrated.
Are you sure you want to reboot this hypervisor? A simple confirmation to
confirm that you want the hypervisor to reboot.
9. When you're certain you want to proceed with the reboot, click the Reboot button.
10. On the hypervisor is booted, repair the disk that were degraded during the reboot.
11. Repeat these steps for all CloudBoot hypervisors in your cloud.
12. Once all CloudBoot HVs are rebooted, proceed to the Control Panel server upgrade .

7.9.3 Live Upgrade
Please, consult OnApp IS Upgrade Paths to learn the minimum Integrated Storage
version required for the current update to be performed in LiveUpgrade mode.

Live Upgrade with passthrough is currently unsupported. Passthrough to
storage means that network interface will be added to the Storage Controller
Server without the bond and the Storage Controller Server will have the
complete control over this interface.
Power off all Windows virtual machines and virtual backup servers before
starting the live upgrade.

If your current Storage package is 3.3.0-22 or higher, Windows virtual
servers can remain running.
During the CloudBoot hypervisor live upgrade, only the control stack for
managing integrated storage is upgraded. Other changes come into effect after
the HV is next rebooted. Due to this, hot migration may fail between hypervisor
which is already rebooted and the one that hasn't.
Do not make any changes to the cloud during the upgrade process!
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Any offline Cloudboot HVs should be removed from the CP server before
running live upgrade as the scripts expect to be able to speak to all HVs during
these steps.

1. Make sure no disks are out of sync. To do so, check the Diagnostics page in CP at

Dashbord > Integrated Storage > HV zone label > Diagnostics. Alternatively, log into
a hypervisor and run the command below:

bash#> cd /usr/pythoncontroller/ bash#> ./getdegradedvdisks
2. Repair all the degraded disks before proceeding to the upgrade process. To do so, log in

to your CP and go to Integrated Storage > hypervisor zone label > Diagnostics page.
Alternatively, run the following command:

bash#> ./repairvdisks
3. Run the following command from the CP server to stop the OnApp service:

service onapp stop
4. Stop the Apache server:

service httpd stop
5. Make sure to update CloudBoot packages before proceeding to the following steps.
6. Run the following command from the Control Panel server terminal to display the list of

hypervisors with their IP addresses:

liveUpdate listHVs
This command will also show whether hypervisors are eligible for live upgrade.

If the command liveUpdate is not available then it may be located in the sbin
directory instead (cd /usr/local/sbin).

7.
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7. Run the following commands from the Control Panel server terminal for each hypervisor:

liveUpdate updateToolstack <HV IP Addr>
The synchronization will take approximately three minutes for each hypervisor.
8. Refreshes the code on the storage controllers

OnApp 3.2.2-1 Storage or higher is required

liveUpdate refreshControllers <HV IP Addr>

After each controller refresh check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
It might take up to three minutes for the database to synchronise completely
after each refresh. If there are any issues seen after this period please rectify
them before continuing with the next controller refresh
At this point the storage tool-stack should be upgraded on the hypervisors as well as all
the storage controllers.

9. Proceed with the below instruction if no Windows virtual servers are deployed in

your cloud. If there are, please skip to step 10

Restarts the storage controllers. This command can be performed later at a more
suitable time. Note that operating without controllers restart will impose some limitations
described below.
Run the following command for each hypervisor in turn to restart ALL controllers on that
hypervisor:
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liveUpdate restartControllers <HV IP Addr>
If you need to update a SINGLE controller:

liveUpdate restartControllers <HV IP Addr> force
<timeout_in_secs> <Controller ID>
Where:
force - will force restart regardless of installed package versions
Controller ID - is the controller's ID acquired with the diskhotplug list command

Operating in LiveUpdated mode (e.g. you updated the tool stacks but have not
performed the controller restart) you cannot use disk hot plug.
If a CP controller restart for HVs or a disk hot plug restart from HV is performed
(for all cloud booted HVs) then in the future the Cloudboot HVs will only require
tool stack upgrades. This mode shall be called LiveUpdated & Restarted. You
can continue in the LiveUpdated mode (LiveUpdated & No restart) without
performing a controller restart but with the limitations above (no disk hot plug).

After each controller restart check for any issues on the backup server (or on
one Hypervisor from each zone):
1. Log on via SSH to the backup server (or Hypervisor).
2. Run getdegradednodes from the SSH console.
3. Run getdegradedvidisks from the SSH console.
If there are any issues seen please rectify them before continuing with the next
controller restart
10. For each HV in turn access through SSH to the HV and run the following command:

diskhotplug list | grep Controller
This will display the current active controllers on that HV. For each controller ID listed run
the following command:

diskhotplug restartController <Controller ID>
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11. Make sure that the package versions are upgraded by running the following command on

each HV:

cat /onappstore/package-version.txt | grep Source
12. Check that there are no errors in the Diagnostics (OnApp CP Dashbord > Integrated

Storage > HV zone label > Diagnostics) page, alternatively run the following command
from the backup server:

for i in `onappstore nodes | grep "IP addr" | grep -v 254 |
awk '{print $3}' | sort | uniq`; do echo -n "$i -> "; ssh $i
uptime; done getdegradednodes
13. Start the Apache server:

service httpd start
14. Start the OnApp service:

service onapp start

Please contact support if hypervisors are displayed as offline or report I/O errors
during the upgrade.

7.10 Upgrade Control Panel Server(s).
CP installer for Installation and Upgrade contains a new -D option enabling to
avoid OnApp database dumping during the install/upgrade.
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To increase the cloud performance we recommend setting
RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter in custom configurations to 16 millions.
For more information on RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter, refer to Ruby’
s GC Configuration and Garbage Collection articles.
Installer output is redirected to ./onapp-cp-install.log
All installer critical errors are in /var/log/messages
To upgrade your Control Panel server:
1. Run the following command from the CP server to stop the OnApp service:

service onapp stop
2. Download and install the latest OnApp YUM repository file:

bash#> rpm -Uvh http://rpm.repo.onapp.com/repo/onapp-repo-3.3.
noarch.rpm
3. Upgrade OnApp Control Panel installer package:

bash#> yum update onapp-cp-install

4. Update your server OS components (if required):

bash# /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh -y

You may wish to reboot your Control Panel server to take advantage of a new
kernel if it is installed. It is not required immediately as a part of the upgrade
process though.
5. Custom Control Panel configuration

Edit the /onapp/onapp-cp.conf file to set Control Panel custom values
List of Management network IP(s) from the CP server separated with coma for
SNMP to trap
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SNMP_TRAP_IPS=""
OnApp Control Panel custom version

ONAPP_VERSION=""
OnApp MySQL/MariaDB connection data (database.yml)

ONAPP_CONN_WAIT_TIMEOUT=15
ONAPP_CONN_POOL=30
ONAPP_CONN_RECONNECT='true'
ONAPP_CONN_ENCODING='utf8'
ONAPP_CONN_SOCKET='/var/lib/mysql/mysql.sock'
MySQL/MariaDB server configuration data (in case of local server)

MYSQL_WAIT_TIMEOUT=604800
MYSQL_MAX_CONNECTIONS=500
MYSQL_PORT=3306
Use MariaDB instead of MySQL as OnApp database server

WITH_MARIADB=0
Configure the database server relative amount of available RAM

Set TUNE_DB_SERVER value to 1 to enable the automatic configuration of
Data Base in relation to the RAM available for your Control Panel.
Please be advised, this option will remove your existing DB configuration!

TUNE_DB_SERVER=0
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The number of C data structures that can be allocated before triggering the
garbage collector. The default ruby value is 8 million. The recommended value is
presented below. For more information on RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT parameter, refer
to Ruby’s GC Configuration and Garbage Collection articles.

RUBY_GC_MALLOC_LIMIT=16000000
The value of sysctl.conf net.core.somaxconn

NET_CORE_SOMAXCONN=2048
Root of OnApp database dump directory (on the Control Panel box)

ONAPP_DB_DUMP_ROOT=""
Enable monit - tool for managing and monitoring Unix systems

ENABLE_MONIT=1

bash# vi /onapp/onapp-cp.conf

Custom values must be set before the installer script runs.
6. Run Control Panel installer:

bash#> /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh
ONAPP_VERSION

-v

Where replace ONAPP_VERSION with the required CP version form the list of versions.
To install the latest OnApp version, run the script without the ONAPP_VERSION
parameter.
See the installer options below for details.
Full Control Panel installer options:
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Usage:

/onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh [-c CONFIG_FILE]
[-m MYSQL_HOST -p MYSQL_PASSWD -d MYSQL_DB -u MYSQL_USER] [-v
ONAPP_VERSION] [-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS] [-a] [-y] [-h]
Where:
MYSQL_*

Options are usefull if MySQL is already installed and
configured.

-m MYSQL_HOST

MySQL host

-p MYSQL_PASSWD

MySQL password

-d MYSQL_DB

OnApp MySQL database name

-u MYSQL_USER

MySQL user

ADMIN_*

Options are used to configure OnApp Control Panel
administrator data.
Please note, that these options are for NEW INSTALL only and
not for upgrade

-U ADMIN_LOGIN

CP administrator login

-P ADMIN_PASSWD

CP administrator password

-F ADMIN_FIRSTNAME CP administrator first name

-L ADMIN_LASTNAME

CP administrator last name

-E ADMIN_EMAIL

CP administrator e-mail
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-v ONAPP_VERSION

Install custom OnApp CP version

-i SNMP_TRAP_IPS

Management network IP(s) from the CP server separated with
coma for SNMP to trap

-c CONFIG_FILE

Custom installer configuration file. Otherwise, preinstalled one
is used.

-y

update OS packages (except of OnApp provided) on the box
with 'yum update'.

-a

do NOT be interactive. Process with automatic installation.

-D

do not make database dump, and make sure it is disabled in
the cron and not running at the moment

-h

print this info

7. In the OnApp UI navigate to Settings > Configuration and click Save to complete the

process.
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8 Upgrade to Custom Control
Panel Version
You should use the standard upgrade procedure whenever possible to ensure you
have the latest features and fixes. Only use the custom upgrade when you have a
specific reason for installing an older version.
With OnApp you can upgrade to a custom CP version, i.e. not the latest one available in
production. Make sure to update within the same major version. For example, you can upgrade
from 3.2.2-9 to 3.2.2-x, but not from 3.0.x-x to 3.2.x-x.
To upgrade to the specific OnApp Control Panel version, perform the following steps:
1. Run the following command to eliminate all of the files which yum uses to determine the

remote availability of packages:

bash# yum clean metadata
2. Remove OnApp:

bash# yum remove onapp-cp
3. Install OnApp Control Panel installer package for the required Control Panel version:

bash# yum install onapp-cp-<ONAPP_VERSION>
Where:
ONAPP_VERSION - the required OnApp version with its build, e.g. 3.2.2-15
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9 Update OS Components
From now on, there is a possibility to update the OS components for static Hypervisor, Control
Panel Server, and static Backup Server outside of the distributive packages provided by
OnApp.
To do so:
1. Upgrade the installer:

For Control Panel

bash#> yum update onapp-cp-install
For Hypervisor

bash#> yum update onapp-hv-install
For Backup Server

bash#> yum update onapp-bk-install
2. Run the following script to update the OS components

For Control Panel

bash# /onapp/onapp-cp-install/onapp-cp-install.sh -y
For XEN Hypervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-xen-install.sh -y
For KVM Hypervisor

bash# /onapp/onapp-hv-install/onapp-hv-kvm-install.sh -y

For Backup Server
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/onapp/onapp-bk-install/onapp-bk-install.sh -y
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10 Getting Support
24x7 support
OnApp customers with a full (paid) license can contact OnApp Support at any time:
support@onapp.com
http://onapp.com/support
(+1) 888 876 8666
Forums
Visit http://forum.onapp.com to get support from the OnApp community. Members of OnApp's
support and engineering teams also monitor the forums and contribute to discussions. To
access the forums, log in with your OnApp Dashboard account details.
Documentation
For the latest OnApp documentation, see https://docs.onapp.com.
What does OnApp Support in my Cloud?
OnApp provides support for anything directly related to our core products - OnApp Cloud,
OnApp CDN and OnApp Storage - as well as the add-ons for these. As such, we maintain
responsibility for the software, bug fixes, patches and general maintenance of our products.
Unfortunately, we do not offer support for the following:
Switch, router and firewall configuration
SAN configuration/optimization
Attaching/removing/resizing LUNs
Hypervisor and Control Panel server hardware support
Operating System installation/support
Maintenance of your passwords or whitelists
Configuration/troubleshooting inside virtual machines
VMware vSphere installation/configuration
Known bugs/limitations within virtualization platforms
3rd party integrations
Alpha/Beta releases
Coding for recipes
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Some of these areas can be touched during investigation and resolution of support tickets. We
will attempt to offer possible suggestions, or put you in touch with our professional services
team to quote the work. However, they are not covered under standard OnApp support.
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11 3.3.2 Release
3.3.2 packages for RHEL/CentOS
3.3.2
Release
both 5.x
and 6.x
, x86_64
/i386

CP packages

onapp-cp-3.3.2-8 noarch
onapp-cp-install-3.3-36
noarch
onapp-cp-monit-1.0.0-7
noarch
onapp-repo-3.3-1 noarch

Static backup
server packages
onappbackuptools-3.3.0-1
noarch
onapp-bkinstall-3.3-1
noarch
onapp-repo3.3-1 noarch
onappstorageAPI3.3.1-1
noarch

only 5.x
, x86_64
/i386

httpd2-mod_passenger4.0.35-3.onapp.el5 x86_64
/i386
httpd2-mod_websocket1.0.0-1.onapp.el5 x86_64
/i386
jemalloc-3.6.0-2.el5
x86_64/i386
libffi-3.0.9-1.el5.rf x86_64
/i386
libvirt-0.8.2-29.onapp
x86_64/i386
libyaml-0.1.4-2.el5.onapp
x86_64/i386
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Static Xen
Hypervisor
onapp-hvinstall-3.3-9
noarch
onapp-hvmonit-1.0.07 noarch
onapp-repo3.3-1 noarch
onappstorageAPI3.3.1-1
noarch

fuse-ntfs-3g2013.1.13-2.
el5.rf x86_64
/i386

arptables0.0.3.2-1.2.
el4.rf
x86_64

fuse-sshfs2.2-5.el5
x86_64/i386

fakeroot1.12.2-21.
el5.2
x86_64

kmod-ufs1.00-4.el5
x86_64/i386
libbsd-0.2.04.onapp
x86_64/i386

Static KVM
Hypervisor

fakeroot-libs1.12.2-21.
el5.2
x86_64
fuse-ntfs-3g2013.1.13-2.
el5.rf
x86_64
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

lzo-2.02-2.el5.1 x86_64
/i386
lzop-1.03-2.el5 x86_64
/i386
monit-5.4-1.el5.rf x86_64
/i386
onapp-cp-vnc_proxy-3.0.04.el5 x86_64/i386
onapp-vercmp-3.0.0-1.el5
x86_64/i386
perl-Config-IniHash3.00.00-1.el5.rf noarch
perl-Hash-Case-1.006-1.
el5.rf noarch
perl-YAML-Tiny-1.50-1.el5.
pp noarch
redis-2.8.17-2.el5.remi
x86_64/i386
ruby-2.0.0p576-6.el5.
onapp x86_64/i386
rubyencoder-rgloader-2.02.onapp x86_64/i386
rubygem-actionmailer3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch

libedit200909233.0_1.el5.rf
x86_64/i386
nbd-2.9.25-3.
onapp.1
x86_64/i386
ntfsprogs2013.1.13-2.
el5.rf x86_64
/i386
onappvercmp3.0.0-1.el5
x86_64/i386
perl-ConfigIniHash3.00.00-1.
el5.rf noarch

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

fuse-sshfs2.2-5.el5
x86_64
hwloc-1.4.11.el5.rf
x86_64
kmod-ufsxen-1.00-4.
el5 x86_64
libbsd-0.2.04.onapp
x86_64
libedit200909233.0_1.el5.rf
x86_64
libvirt-0.8.229.onapp
x86_64

perl-HashCase-1.0061.el5.rf
noarch

libvirtpython-0.8.229.onapp
x86_64

ufs-tools-8.23.onapp
x86_64/i386

lzo-2.02-2.
el5.1
x86_64

rubygem-actionpack3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch

lzop-1.03-2.
el5 x86_64

rubygem-activemodel3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch

monit-5.4-1.
el5.rf
x86_64

rubygem-activerecord3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch
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nbd-2.9.25-3.
onapp.1
x86_64
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

rubygem-activerecordimport-0.5.0-5.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-activeresource3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-activesupport3.2.16-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemacts_as_paranoid-0.4.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-aflexi-0.0.13-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-arel-3.0.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygemawesome_nested_set2.1.6-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-bcrypt-ruby-3.1.25.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-brb-0.3.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-builder-3.0.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-bundler-1.5.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-canonix-0.1.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-carrierwave0.6.2-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-chunky_png1.2.9-5.onapp.3 noarch
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Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

ntfsprogs2013.1.13-2.
el5.rf
x86_64
onapp-aoe6install-751.2.el5
noarch
onapp-hvtools-xen3.3.2-1.el5
noarch
onappvercmp3.0.0-1.el5
x86_64
perl-ConfigIniHash3.00.00-1.
el5.rf noarch
perl-HashCase-1.0061.el5.rf
noarch
rpmdevtools7.10-1.el5.
onapp
noarch
ufs-tools-8.23.onapp
x86_64
xen-3.4.4-2.
el5.onapp.5
x86_64
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

rubygem-coffee-rails-3.2.25.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-coffee-script2.2.0-5.onapp.3 noarch

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

xen-libs3.4.4-2.el5.
onapp.5
x86_64

rubygem-coffee-scriptsource-1.6.3-5.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-compass-0.12.25.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-compass-rails1.0.3-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdaemon_controller-1.2.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-daemons-1.1.9-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-delayed_job3.0.5-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdelayed_job_active_record0.3.3-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdelayed_job_unique_key0.1.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-devise-2.1.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-deviseencryptable-0.1.1-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygemdevise_security_extension0.7.2-5.onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-em-ssh-0.6.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-em-synchrony1.0.3-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-erubis-2.7.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-eventmachine1.0.3-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-execjs-2.0.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-faraday-0.9.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-fastimage-1.2.135.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-fastthread-1.0.73.onapp noarch
rubygem-ffi-1.9.3-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-fssm-0.2.10-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-getoptions-0.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-haml-3.1.8-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-haml-rails-0.3.55.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-hashie-2.0.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-hike-1.2.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-i18n-0.6.9-5.
onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-journey-1.0.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-jquery-rails-2.1.35.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-json-1.8.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-jwt-1.0.0-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-libv8-3.11.8.17-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-macaddr-1.7.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-mail-2.5.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-mime-types1.25.1-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-multi_json-1.8.45.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-multi_xml-0.5.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-multipart-post2.0.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-mysql2-0.3.14-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-ldap-0.2.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-ping-1.5.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-scp-1.0.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-sftp-2.0.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-net-ssh-2.6.6-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-nokogiri-1.5.6-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-oauth2-1.0.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-1.2.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauthfacebook-1.6.0-5.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-omniauth-googleoauth2-0.2.4-5.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-omniauth-oauth21.2.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-saml1.2.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-onapp_market1.0.0.beta2-8.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-orm_adapter0.5.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-passenger4.0.35-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-polyglot-0.3.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-pony-1.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rabl-0.8.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-1.4.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-rack-cache-1.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-ssl-1.3.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-test-0.6.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rails-3.2.16-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-railties-3.2.16-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rake-10.0.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rbvmomi-1.6.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rdoc-3.12.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-3.0.6-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-actionpack3.2.4-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redisactivesupport-3.2.5-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-rack-1.4.45.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-rails-3.2.45.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-semaphore0.2.2-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-store-1.1.45.onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-ref-1.0.5-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-rest-client-1.6.75.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-routing-filter0.3.1-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ruby-ip-0.9.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ruby-libvirt-0.4.05.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ruby-saml-0.7.35.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rufus-scheduler2.0.17-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-sass-3.2.12-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-sass-rails-3.2.6-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-simplenavigation-3.10.0-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-simple_form2.1.0-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-snmp-1.1.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-snmp4em-1.0.35.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-sprockets-2.2.2-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-systemu-2.6.4-5.
onapp.3 noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

Static backup
server packages

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

rubygem-therubyracer0.11.4-5.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-thor-0.18.1-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-thrift-0.9.0-5.
onapp.3.2 x86_64/i386
rubygem-tilt-1.4.1-5.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-treetop-1.4.15-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-trollop-2.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-tzinfo-0.3.38-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-uglifier-1.3.0-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-uuid-2.3.7-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-warden-1.2.3-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-will_paginate3.
0.4-3.0.4-5.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-ya2yaml-0.31-5.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygems-2.0.14-6.el5.
onapp x86_64/i386
xen-libs-3.4.4-2.el5.onapp.
5 x86_64/i386
only 6.x
, x86_64
/i386
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httpd2-mod_passenger4.0.35-3.onapp.el6 x86_64
/i386

bridge-utils1.4-1.onapp
x86_64
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

httpd2-mod_websocket1.0.0-1.onapp.el6 x86_64
/i386
jemalloc-3.6.0-1.el6
x86_64/i386
libyaml-0.1.4-2.el6.onapp
x86_64/i386
monit-5.5-1.el6.rf x86_64
/i386
onapp-cp-vnc_proxy-3.0.04.el6 x86_64/i386
onapp-vercmp-3.0.0-1.el6
x86_64/i386
perl-Config-IniHash3.00.00-4.el6 noarch
perl-Hash-Case-1.006-3.
el6 noarch
perl-Hash-WithDefaults0.04-6.el6 noarch
perl-YAML-Tiny-1.50-2.el6.
onapp noarch
redis-2.8.17-2.el6.remi
x86_64/i386
ruby-2.0.0p576-6.el6.
onapp x86_64/i386
rubyencoder-rgloader-2.01.onapp x86_64/i386
rubygem-actionmailer3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-actionpack3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
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fuse-ntfs-3g2013.1.13-2.
el6.rf x86_64
/i386

Static Xen
Hypervisor

Static KVM
Hypervisor

centos-xenrepo-6.6-1.
onapp
noarch

fuse-sshfs2.3-1.el6
x86_64/i386

fuse-ntfs-3g2013.1.13-2.
el6.rf
x86_64

kmod-nbd0.1-1.onapp.
el6 x86_64
/i386

fuse-sshfs2.3-1.el6
x86_64

kmod-ufs0.0-2.el6.
onapp
x86_64/i386
libbsd-0.2.04.el6.elrepo
x86_64/i386
nbd-2.9.25-3.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64/i386
ntfsprogs2013.1.13-2.
el6.rf x86_64
/i386
onappvercmp3.0.0-1.el6
x86_64/i386
perl-ConfigIniHash3.00.00-4.
el6 noarch

kmod-ufs-alt3.10.43-1.
onapp
x86_64
libbsd-0.2.04.el6.elrepo
x86_64
monit-5.5-1.
el6.rf
x86_64
nbd-2.9.25-3.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64
ntfsprogs2013.1.13-2.
el6.rf
x86_64
onapp-aoe6install-751.2.el6
noarch
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3.3.2
Release

CP packages

rubygem-activemodel3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-activerecord3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-activerecordimport-0.5.0-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-activeresource3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-activesupport3.2.16-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygemacts_as_paranoid-0.4.1-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-aflexi-0.0.13-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch

perl-HashCase-1.0063.el6 noarch
perl-HashWithDefaults0.04-6.el6
noarch
ufs-tools-8.23.el6.onapp
x86_64/i386
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onappvercmp3.0.0-1.el6
x86_64
perl-ConfigIniHash3.00.00-4.
el6 noarch
perl-HashCase-1.0063.el6 noarch
perl-HashWithDefaults0.04-6.el6
noarch
rpmdevtools7.10-1.el6.
onapp
noarch

rubygem-arel-3.0.3-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch

ufs-tools-8.23.el6.onapp
x86_64

rubygemawesome_nested_set2.1.6-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch

xen-4.2.5-37.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64

rubygem-bcrypt-ruby-3.1.25.el6.onapp.3 x86_64/i386

xenhypervisor4.2.5-37.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64

rubygem-brb-0.3.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-builder-3.0.4-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-bundler-1.5.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-canonix-0.1.1-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-carrierwave0.6.2-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-chunky_png1.2.9-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-coffee-rails-3.2.25.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-coffee-script2.2.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-coffee-scriptsource-1.6.3-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
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xen-licenses4.2.5-37.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64
xen-runtime4.2.5-37.
onapp.1.el6
x86_64
onapp-hvtools-xen3.3.2-1.el6
noarch

rubygem-compass-0.12.25.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-compass-rails1.0.3-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdaemon_controller-1.2.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-daemons-1.1.9-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-delayed_job3.0.5-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdelayed_job_active_record0.3.3-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdelayed_job_unique_key0.1.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-devise-2.1.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-deviseencryptable-0.1.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygemdevise_security_extension0.7.2-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-em-ssh-0.6.5-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-em-synchrony1.0.3-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-erubis-2.7.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-eventmachine1.0.3-5.el6.onapp.3 x86_64
/i386
rubygem-execjs-2.0.2-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-faraday-0.9.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-fastimage-1.2.135.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-fastthread-1.0.73.onapp x86_64/i386
rubygem-ffi-1.9.3-5.el6.
onapp.3 x86_64/i386
rubygem-fssm-0.2.10-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-getoptions-0.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-haml-3.1.8-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-haml-rails-0.3.55.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-hashie-2.0.5-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-hike-1.2.3-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-i18n-0.6.9-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-journey-1.0.4-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-jquery-rails-2.1.35.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-json-1.8.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 x86_64/i386
rubygem-jwt-1.0.0-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-libv8-3.11.8.17-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-macaddr-1.7.1-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-mail-2.5.4-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-mime-types1.25.1-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-multi_json-1.8.45.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-multi_xml-0.5.5-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-multipart-post2.0.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-mysql2-0.3.14-5.
el6.onapp.3 x86_64/i386
rubygem-net-ldap-0.2.2-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-ping-1.5.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-scp-1.0.4-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-sftp-2.0.5-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-net-ssh-2.6.6-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-nokogiri-1.5.6-5.
el6.onapp.3 x86_64/i386
rubygem-oauth2-1.0.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-1.2.1-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauthfacebook-1.6.0-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-googleoauth2-0.2.4-5.el6.onapp.
3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-oauth21.2.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-omniauth-saml1.2.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-onapp_market1.0.0.beta2-8.el6.onapp.3
noarch
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rubygem-orm_adapter0.5.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-passenger4.0.35-5.el6.onapp.3
x86_64/i386
rubygem-polyglot-0.3.4-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-pony-1.4-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rabl-0.8.0-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-1.4.5-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-cache-1.2-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-ssl-1.3.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rack-test-0.6.2-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rails-3.2.16-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-railties-3.2.16-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rake-10.0.4-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rbvmomi-1.6.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rdoc-3.12.2-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-3.0.6-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-redis-actionpack3.2.4-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redisactivesupport-3.2.5-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-rack-1.4.45.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-rails-3.2.45.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-semaphore0.2.2-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-redis-store-1.1.45.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ref-1.0.5-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rest-client-1.6.75.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-routing-filter0.3.1-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ruby-ip-0.9.1-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-ruby-libvirt-0.4.05.el6.onapp.3 x86_64/i386
rubygem-ruby-saml-0.7.35.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-rufus-scheduler2.0.17-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-sass-3.2.12-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-sass-rails-3.2.6-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-simplenavigation-3.10.0-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-simple_form2.1.0-5.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-snmp-1.1.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-snmp4em-1.0.35.el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-sprockets-2.2.2-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-systemu-2.6.4-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-therubyracer0.11.4-5.el6.onapp.3
x86_64/i386
rubygem-thor-0.18.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-thrift-0.9.0-5.el6.
onapp.3.1 x86_64/i386
rubygem-tilt-1.4.1-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-treetop-1.4.15-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-trollop-2.0-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-tzinfo-0.3.38-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-uglifier-1.3.0-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-uuid-2.3.7-5.el6.
onapp.3 noarch
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rubygem-warden-1.2.3-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygem-will_paginate3.
0.4-3.0.4-5.el6.onapp.3
noarch
rubygem-ya2yaml-0.31-5.
el6.onapp.3 noarch
rubygems-2.0.14-6.el6.
onapp noarch
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